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We study the functors DB�.V /, where B� is one of Fontaine’s period rings
and V is a family of Galois representations with coefficients in an affinoid
algebra A. We first relate them to .'; �/-modules, showing that DHT.V / DL
i2Z.DSen.V / � t

i /�K , DdR.V /D Ddif.V /
�K , and Dcris.V /D Drig.V /Œ1=t �

�K ;
this generalizes results of Sen, Fontaine, and Berger. We then deduce that the
modules DHT.V / and DdR.V / are coherent sheaves on Sp.A/, and Sp.A/ is
stratified by the ranks of submodules DŒa;b�HT .V / and DŒa;b�dR .V / of “periods with
Hodge–Tate weights in the interval Œa; b�”. Finally, we construct functorial B�-
admissible loci in Sp.A/, generalizing a result of Berger and Colmez to the case
where A is not necessarily reduced.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background. In this article, we study rigid analytic families of representations
of GalK , whereK is a finite extension of Qp and GalK WDGal.K=K/ is its absolute
Galois group. More precisely, we consider vector bundles V over a rigid analytic
space X over Qp equipped with a continuous OX -linear action of GalK . Thus, if
we specialize V at any closed point of X , we get a representation of GalK on a
finite-dimensional Qp-vector space. Families of Galois representations arise, for
example, on the generic fibers of Galois deformation rings, as in [Kisin 2008]. Such
families of Galois representations also arise from families of p-adic modular forms.
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The study of p-adic representations of p-adic Galois groups is quite technical,
so we put off precise definitions to the body of this paper and give an overview here.
Given a finite-dimensional Qp-vector space V equipped with a continuous Qp-
linear action of GalK , one can capture the information of V in terms of a semilinear
Frobenius ' and a semilinear action of a 1-dimensional p-adic Lie group, at the
expense of making the coefficients more complicated. More precisely, work of
Fontaine and many others defines equivalences of categories between the category
RepE .GalK/ of finite-dimensional E-linear representations of GalK , where E is
some finite-dimensional Qp-algebra, and various kinds of étale .'; �/-modules
(see, e.g., [Wintenberger 1983; Cherbonnier and Colmez 1998]).

The same theory lets us sort p-adic Galois representations based on how “nice”
or arithmetically significant they are. One accomplishes this by defining certain
“period rings” B�, such as BHT, BdR, Bst, and Bcris, which are equipped with Galois
actions and “linear algebra structures”, and defining DB�.V / WD .B�˝Qp

V /GalK .
We say that V is B�-admissible (or, for the specific examples of B� listed above,
“Hodge–Tate”, “de Rham”, “semistable”, or “crystalline”) if the Qp-dimension of
V is the same as the BGalK

� -dimension of DB�.V / (as part of the definition of a
period ring, BGalK

� is required to be a field).
Berger and Colmez [2008] associate to a rank-d Galois representation V with

coefficients in a Banach algebra A a family of .'; �/-modules D�.V /, under the
supplementary hypothesis that V admits a Galois-stable integral lattice. As an
application, they show that if A is an affinoid algebra, then the locus of closed
points x 2 Sp.A/ where the specialization Vx is B�-admissible with Hodge–Tate
weights in a fixed interval Œa; b� is a closed analytic set, and if A is reduced and Vx
is B�-admissible for every x 2 Sp.A/, then DB�.V / WD ..A y̋ B�/˝A V /GalK is a
locally free A˝Qp

BGalK
� -module of rank d .

We make a closer study of the functors DB�.V / for � 2 fHT; dR; st; crisg, where
V is a finite projective A-module of rank d equipped with a continuous A-linear
action of GalK , for some affinoid algebra A. We actually treat vector bundles over
rigid analytic spaces in Sections 4 and 5, but we state our results with affinoid
coefficients here.

The first theorem we prove relates DB�.V / to families of .'; �/-modules. The
modules DSen.V /, Ddif.V /, D�rig.V /, and D�log.V / are defined in Section 2.2.

Theorem 1.1.1. Let A and V be as above.

(1) DKHT.V /D
L
i2Z.D

K
Sen.V / � t

i /�K as submodules of .A y̋ BHT/˝A V .

(2) DKdR.V /D .D
K
dif.V //

�K as submodules of .A y̋ BdR/˝A V .

(3) DKcris.V /D .D
�
rig;K.V /Œ1=t �/

�K and DKst .V /D .D
�
log;K.V /Œ1=t �/

�K . The first
equality is as submodules of .A y̋ zB

�

rig/˝A V and the second is as submodules
of .A y̋ zB

�

log/˝A V .
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Remark 1.1.2. The first two parts of Theorem 1.1.1 are used in the proofs of
Théorèmes 5.1.4 and 5.3.2 of [Berger and Colmez 2008], respectively. We are not
aware of proofs of these facts in the literature when A is not Qp-finite, so for the
convenience of the reader we provide proofs for general Qp-affinoid algebras.

We can then deduce that DB�.V / is a finite A˝Qp
BGalK
� -module, and that

the formation of DHT.V / and DdR.V / commutes with flat base change on A. In
particular, DHT.V / and DdR.V / are coherent sheaves on the rigid analytic space
Sp.A/. Together with Theorem 1.1.1, this is used in [Diao and Liu 2014] to prove
properness of the eigencurve over weight space. We further conjecture that the
formation of Dst.V / and Dcris.V / also commutes with flat base change.

The key to our base change theorems is that we can express DHT.V / and DdR.V /

as cohomology groups of a complex which has finite cohomology. We do not know
how to do the same for Dst.V / and Dcris.V /. However, the cohomological finiteness
theorem of [Kedlaya et al. 2014] implies that if K=Qp is finite then, for any ˛ 2A�,
the formation of Dcris.V /

'D˛ commutes with flat base change on A [Kedlaya et al.
2014, Theorem 4.4.3(2)]. Cohomological finiteness similarly underlies the results
of [Liu 2015] on interpolation of semistable periods.

We then have a pair of theorems about the B�-admissible loci in Sp.A/, generaliz-
ing the results of [Berger and Colmez 2008] to a base that is not necessarily reduced:

Theorem 1.1.3. Let A and V be as above, and let �2 fHT; dR; st; crisg. Then there
is a quotientA�A

Œa;b�
B� such that for any Qp-finite algebraB , a mapA!B factors

through AŒa;b�B� if and only if the induced Qp-finite B-linear Galois representation
VB WD V ˝AB is B�-admissible with Hodge–Tate weights in the interval Œa; b�.

Theorem 1.1.4. Let A and V be as above, and let � 2 fHT; dR; st; crisg. Suppose
that VB is B�-admissible with Hodge–Tate weights in the interval Œa; b� for every
homomorphism A! B , where B is an Qp-finite algebra.

(1) The module DKB�.V / is a projective A˝Qp
BGalK
� -module of rank d .

(2) The natural homomorphism

.A˝Qp
B�/˝A˝BGalK

�

DKB�.V /! .A˝Qp
B�/˝A V

is an isomorphism.

(3) The formation of DKB�.V / commutes with arbitrary Qp-affinoid base change
on A.

In fact, assuming part (1), parts (2) and (3) are equivalent. We do not know
whether part (1) implies (2) and (3).
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For �2fHT; dRg, we actually prove a more general pair of theorems. Namely, we
let DŒa;b�B� .V / be the module of “B�-admissible periods with Hodge–Tate weights in
the interval Œa; b�” (this is precisely defined in Section 5), and we show that Sp.A/
is stratified by the rank of the fibral modules DŒa;b�B� .Vx/.

Theorem 1.1.5. Let A and V be as above, let X D Sp.A/, and let � 2 fHT; dRg.
There is a Zariski-open subspace X Œa;b�B�;�d 0

� X and a Zariski-closed subspace
X
Œa;b�

B�;�d 0
,!X such that x W Sp.B/!X factors through

X
Œa;b�

B�;d 0
WDX

Œa;b�

B�;�d 0
\X

Œa;b�

B�;�d 0

if and only if DŒa;b�B� .Vx/ is a freeB˝Qp
K-module of rank d 0, whereB is a Qp-finite

Artin local ring and VB WD V ˝AB .

The subspaces X Œa;b�B�;d 0
give a stratification of X , in the sense that X Œa;b�B�;�d 0�1

D

X
Œa;b�

B�;�d 0
nX

Œa;b�

B�;d 0
and X DX Œa;b�B�;�d

.

Theorem 1.1.6. Let X and V be as above, and let � 2 fHT; dRg. Suppose that
for every Qp-finite artinian point x W A! B , the B ˝Qp

K-module DŒa;b�B� .Vx/

is free of rank d 0, where 0� d 0 � d .

(1) DŒa;b�B� .V / is a rank-d 0 locally freeA˝Qp
K-module, and the .tk �DKn

Sen.V //
�K

are locally free A˝Qp
K-modules.

(2) The formation of DŒa;b�B� .V / commutes with arbitrary Qp-affinoid base change
A! A0.

If d 0 D d , then:

(3) DB�.V /D DŒa;b�B� .V /.

(4) The natural morphism

˛V W .A y̋ B�/˝A˝QpK
DKB�.V /! .A y̋ B�/˝A V

is an isomorphism.

To prove Theorems 1.1.5 and 1.1.6, we use Theorem 1.1.1 and Pottharst’s [2013]
theory of Galois cohomology with affinoid coefficients. This approach makes
transparent the role of boundedness of Hodge–Tate weights in the results of [Berger
and Colmez 2008]: boundedness of Hodge–Tate weights is equivalent to finiteness
of a certain Galois cohomology group, and finiteness of cohomology groups is the
essential ingredient in cohomology and base change results.
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Remark 1.1.7. Shah [2013] has obtained similar results on the behavior of DHT.V /

and DdR.V / when A is reduced, by studying the Galois cohomology of BCdR directly.

The proofs of Theorems 1.1.3 and 1.1.4 when � 2 fst; crisg are quite different. In
the latter case, we largely follow the strategy of [Berger and Colmez 2008]; the new
ingredient that permits us to handle nonreduced coefficients is Lemma 2.1.2, which
gives a generalization of the Shilov boundary points of a reduced Berkovich space.
This permits us to prove that “de Rham implies uniformly potentially semistable”
when the coefficient ring is nonreduced; when the coefficients are reduced, this is
[Berger and Colmez 2008, Théorème 6.3.2].

Our results about the behavior of Dcris.V / and Dst.V / under base change are
quite limited, except in the case where V is crystalline or semistable, when the
formation of Dcris.V / and Dst.V / commutes with arbitrary base change. This is
because the continuous �-cohomology of a .'; �/-module is not finite, nor is there
an apparent subquotient which does have finite Galois cohomology. In addition,
individual de Rham periods are not necessarily potentially semistable, so we are
unable to extend our present technique.

We remark further that all of our results are limited to the case where K=Qp is a
finite extension. This is primarily because overconvergence of families of Galois
representations is only known in this case. However, our use of cohomology and
base change in the study of DHT.V / and DdR.V / means we would be restricted to
the case where K is discretely valued in any case. We similarly have no access to
information about the behavior of DB�.V / under general analytic field extension
on the coefficients.

1.2. Structure of this paper. Throughout this paper, we consider representations
of GalK , where K=Qp is finite, on vector bundles over Qp-rigid analytic spaces,
where E=Qp is finite.

In Section 2.1, we review some of rigid analytic geometry that we will need.
The rigid analytic geometry is primarily standard. However, we prove that an
affinoid algebra over a discretely valued field can be embedded in a finite product
of Artin rings which are module-finite over a complete discretely valued field with
perfect residue field. This generalizes the fact that a reduced affinoid algebra can be
embedded in the product of the residue fields at the points of its Shilov boundary,
and we expect it to be of independent interest. We then briefly recall the theory of
families of .'; �/-modules attached to families of Galois representations, and the
subsequent construction of DSen.V / and Ddif.V /. We give a criterion for a coherent
sheaf over a quasi-Stein space to have finitely generated global sections, and we
deduce that families of .'; �/-modules over the Robba ring have finitely generated
global sections.
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In Section 3, we review Pottharst’s results on Galois cohomology with affinoid
coefficients. We generalize some of his results to modules M which are finite flat
over AŒŒt �� and equipped with a continuous AŒŒt ��-semilinear action of a profinite
group G, where the action of G on AŒŒt �� is trivial on A and preserves the t-adic
filtration. We then show that the inverse system fH0.G;M=tk/gk�0 is eventually
constant, and thus satisfies Mittag–Leffler.

In Section 4, we prove Theorem 1.1.1. This generalizes results of Sen, Fontaine,
and Berger. We deduce that each DB�.V / is A-finite, and that the formation of
DHT.V / and DdR.V / commutes with flat base change on Sp.A/. We conjecture that
the formation of Dst.V / and Dcris.V / also commutes with flat base change on Sp.A/.

In Section 5, we prove Theorems 1.1.3 and 1.1.4. We first study the behavior of
DHT.V / and DdR.V / under nonflat base changes. We use Pottharst’s [2013] theory
of cohomology and base change for Galois cohomology with affinoid coefficients to
prove Theorems 1.1.5 and 1.1.6, giving us functorial Hodge–Tate and de Rham loci.

We can then use the existence of a functorial de Rham locus to construct functorial
semistable and crystalline loci, following the argument of [Berger and Colmez 2008].
More precisely, we prove that “de Rham implies uniformly potentially semistable”,
using Lemma 2.1.2 to generalize a similar result of that paper when the base is
reduced. The locus of points where the Galois representation is semistable with
Hodge–Tate weights in the interval Œa; b� is a union of connected components of the
locus “de Rham with Hodge–Tate weights in the interval Œa; b�”. We can then cut
out the crystalline locus as the subspace where the monodromy operatorN vanishes.

The appendix contains results on sheaves of period rings. We need to work with
sheaves of various rings of p-adic Hodge theory, which requires us to be careful
about the topologies on these rings. In the Appendix, we describe some of these
rings and indicate how to sheafify them.

Notation and conventions. Throughout this paper, K is a finite extension of Qp.
The rings of p-adic Hodge theory are as defined in [Berger 2002]. We let � denote
the p-adic cyclotomic character. Our Hodge–Tate weights are normalized so that
� has Hodge–Tate weight �1. All of our p-adic Hodge-theoretic rings are as in
[Berger 2002]; in particular, we use Bmax instead of Bcris to define the functor Dcris,
and we let BCst and Bst denote BCmaxŒlog.Œ��/� and BmaxŒlog.Œ��/�, respectively.

2. Preliminaries

We will review some of the rigid geometry we will need, before recalling the theory
of families of .'; �/-modules attached to families of Galois representations.

2.1. Rigid geometry. We will use the language of classical rigid spaces. The
standard reference for such spaces, and the rings of restricted power series which
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underlie them, is [Bosch et al. 1984]. The goal of the theory is to provide a robust
theory of analytic spaces over nonarchimedean fields, mirroring the theory of
complex analytic spaces over C. We will also assume that the reader is familiar with
Raynaud’s theory of formal models of quasicompact quasiseparated rigid analytic
spaces, as treated in [Bosch and Lütkebohmert 1993].

2.1.1. Affinoid algebras. Let k be a field complete with respect to a nonarchimedean
valuation j � j, let R denote its valuation ring fx 2 k j jxj � 1g, and let m denote the
maximal ideal of R, which consists of elements with absolute value strictly less
than 1. Let Tn.k/ (or Tn, if the ground field is clear) denote the n-variable Tate
algebra over k.

If k is discretely valued, the value group of the norm on a k-affinoid algebra
is discrete, and it is often possible to reduce questions about affinoid algebras to
questions about discretely valued fields. For example, if A is reduced, we have the
following result, due to Berkovich [1990, Corollary 2.4.5; Berger and Colmez 2008,
Corollary 2.1.4]:

Proposition 2.1.1. If A is a reduced k-affinoid algebra with k discretely valued,
there exist complete discretely valued fields B1; : : : ; Bm such that there is a closed
embedding A ,!

Qm
iD1Bi .

We will need the following strengthening of this result, in which we drop the
reducedness hypothesis:

Lemma 2.1.2. Let A be a k-affinoid algebra, where k is discretely valued. Then
there is a closed embedding A!

Q
i Ri into a product of finitely many artinian

k-Banach algebras Ri , each module-finite over a complete discretely valued field
Bi over k (as valued fields) with perfect residue field (and each Artin ring Ri is
topologized as a finite-dimensional vector space over Bi ).

Remark 2.1.3. Kedlaya and Liu [2010, Lemma 6.4] claim a similar result, but we
do not understand their argument.

Proof. First of all, we note that this is true if we take A to be a Tate algebra Tn, for
then we may embed Tn into Q.Tn/^, the completion of its quotient field for the
multiplicative Gauss norm. This field will not have perfect residue field (unless
n D 0), but by [Matsumura 1989, Theorem 29.1] applied to RhX1; : : : ; Xni^.�/,
where � is a uniformizer of R, we can find a complete discretely valued extension
B=Q.Tn/

^ with perfect residue field and e.BjQ.Tn/^/D 1.
Now let A be a general k-affinoid algebra. Since A is noetherian, we can find a

minimal primary decomposition .0/D q1 \ � � � \ qr . This yields a module-finite
injective (hence closed) map A!

Q
j A=qj , so if we can embed each A=qi , we

can embed A.
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Since each qj is a primary ideal, every zero-divisor in A=qj is nilpotent. Thus,
we may replace A with A=qj and assume that all zero-divisors are nilpotent.

By Noether normalization, we can find an integral (and finite) monomorphism
Tn!A for some n. Since A˝Tn

Q.Tn/
^ is a module-finite algebra over Q.Tn/^,

it decomposes as the product of finitely many Artin local rings finite over Q.Tn/^.
We claim that the natural map A! A˝Tn

Q.Tn/
^ is an injection. Since the

natural map

A˝Tn
Q.Tn/! A˝Tn

Q.Tn/
^

is injective, it is enough to show that A! A˝Tn
Q.Tn/ is injective. If a nonzero

r 2 A dies in A˝Tn
Q.Tn/, there is some nonzero ! 2 Tn such that r! D 0 in

A. Then since all zero-divisors are nilpotent, ! lands in the nilradical of A, so
some power of ! is zero in A. But Tn! A is injective and Tn is reduced, so we
have a contradiction.

Moreover, we claim that the natural Banach topology on A agrees with its
subspace topology from the finite-dimensional Q.Tn/^-vector space A˝Q.Tn/^.
To see this, we first note that the natural topology on A as an affinoid algebra is
the same as the topology on A as a Tn-module. When AD TnŒx�=.f .x//, for f a
monic polynomial over Tn, A is free over Tn, and so clearly A! A˝Tn

Q.Tn/
^

is a closed embedding.
Now consider the general case. For any r 2A, when viewing r in A˝Tn

Q.Tn/,
its minimal polynomial overQ.Tn/ is a monic polynomial f .x/ with coefficients in
Tn, because Tn is integrally closed inQ.Tn/. Moreover, TnŒr�ŠTnŒx�= annTnŒx�.r/,
where annTnŒx�.r/ is the annihilator of r . Because A is torsion-free as a Tn-module
(as we saw above),

annTnŒx�.r/D TnŒx�\f �Q.Tn/Œx�D f �TnŒx�;

since f is monic. Thus, TnŒr�D TnŒx�=.f .x//. Therefore, the subring TnŒr�� A
is finite free as a Tn-module, so it is a closed Tn-submodule of

.Q.Tn/
^/Œr�� A˝Tn

Q.Tn/
^:

We will show that A! A˝Tn
Q.Tn/

^ is a closed embedding by considering
the collection of Tn-submodules A0 � A which are closed in A˝Tn

Q.Tn/
^. If

A0 �A is a Tn-submodule, then A0˝Tn
Q.Tn/

^!A˝Tn
Q.Tn/

^ is an injection,
because Tn!Q.Tn/

^ is flat. We begin with A0 D Tn. If A0 D A, we are done. If
not, choose s 2 A�A0, so TnŒs�� A is a finite free Tn-submodule. We claim that
A0C TnŒs� is closed in A˝Tn

Q.Tn/
^. Then we can replace A0 with A0C TnŒs�

and repeat the process. Since A is finite over Tn, this process terminates eventually
at A, so we will be done.
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Thus, it suffices to show that if we have a finite-dimensional Q.Tn/^-vector
space V (equipped with its natural topology) and two closed finite Tn-submodules
F and F 0, with F 0 free and .F CF 0/˝Tn

Q.Tn/
^! V an injection, then F CF 0

is also closed in V . We may assume by induction on the rank of F 0 that F 0 is
free of rank one. We may also replace V with .F CF 0/˝Tn

Q.Tn/
^, since all

subspaces of a finite-dimensional vector space over a nonarchimedean field (such
as Q.Tn/^) are closed. If F \ F 0 D f0g, it is clear that F C F 0 �!�F ˚ F 0 is
closed, because V �!�.F ˝Tn

Q.Tn/
^/˚ .F 0 ˝Tn

Q.Tn/
^/ as Q.Tn/^-vector

spaces, and the topology on the right side is the product topology (and F is closed
in F ˝Tn

Q.Tn/
^ due to the closedness of F in V ). If the intersection is nonzero,

there is some ! 2 Tn�f0g such that F 0 � .1=!/F , so F CF 0 � .1=!/F . Since
.1=!/F is closed in V , it only remains to show that F CF 0 is closed in .1=!/F .
But submodules of finite modules over affinoid algebras (equipped with their natural
topologies) are always closed, by [Bosch et al. 1984, Prop. 3.7.3/1], so we are done.

The upshot of this is that we have a closed embedding A !
Q
i Ri , where

the Ri are a finite collection of Q.Tni
/^-finite Artin rings (equipped with the

topologies of finite-dimensional Q.Tni
/^-vector spaces). Finally, we replace Ri

with Ri ˝Q.Tn/^ Bi . �

2.1.2. Quasi-Stein spaces.

Definition 2.1.4. A rigid analytic space Y over k is said to be quasi-Stein if it admits
an admissible covering by a rising union of affinoid subdomains Y0� Y1� � � � such
that the transition maps �.YnC1;OYnC1

/! �.Yn;OYn
/ are flat with dense image.

In particular, A1 WD �.Y;OY /D lim
 ��n

�.Yn;OYn
/ is a Fréchet–Stein algebra.

By Kiehl’s results on coherent sheaves on rigid analytic spaces, a coherent sheaf
F on Y is simply a compatible system of coherent sheaves fFng on fYng. Then
F1 WD�.Y;F /D lim

 ��n
�.Yn;Fn/ is a coadmissible module over A1, in the sense

of [Schneider and Teitelbaum 2003].

Example 2.1.5. Fix s > 0, and let Y be the coordinate on the closed unit disk.
Then the half-open annulus 0 < vp.X/ � 1=s is a quasi-Stein space, as it is the
rising union of the closed annuli 1=s0 � vp.X/� 1=s as s0!1.

Quasi-Stein spaces behave much as affine schemes do in algebraic geometry. In
particular, Kiehl [1967, Satz 2.4] proved the following theorem on the cohomology
of coherent sheaves on quasi-Stein spaces (which also follows from [Schneider and
Teitelbaum 2003, Theorem 3]):

Theorem 2.1.6. Let Y be a quasi-Stein space, and let F be a coherent sheaf on Y .

(1) Hi .Y;F /D 0 for i > 0.

(2) The image of F .Y / in F .Yn/ is dense for all n.
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There is no a priori reason for F1 to be a finite module over A1. For ex-
ample, let Yn D Sp

�Qn
iD0 Qp.�pi /

�
, and let Fn be the sheaf on Yn associated

to
Qn
iD0 Qp.�pi /˚i . Then F1 is not A1-finite, because the fiber of F1 at

Sp.Qp.�pn// is a Qp.�pn/-vector space of dimension n. Happily, this is the only
thing that can go wrong:

Lemma 2.1.7. Let F be a coherent sheaf over a finite-dimensional quasi-Stein
space Y over Qp. Then H0.Y;F / is finitely generated as an H0.Y;OY /-module if
and only if there is some integer d such that dim�.y/F .y/� d for all y 2 Y .

Proof. Necessity is clear. To prove sufficiency, we proceed by induction on the
dimension of Y . If Y is a zero-dimensional Stein space, the result is clear.

Now suppose we have the desired result when dimY < n, which is to say when
every irreducible component of Y has dimension at most n�1 for some n� 1, and
suppose dimY D n. Choose i W Y 0 ,! Y consisting of a point on every irreducible
component of Y . By the settled zero-dimensional case, i�F is finitely generated
over OY 0 , so by Theorem 2.1.6 there is some coherent OY -submodule F 0�F on Y
such that i�F 0� i�F . Thus, we have an exact sequence of coherent OY -modules

0 �!F 0 �!F �! G �! 0

such that i�G D 0. Then G vanishes on a Zariski-open subspace of Y containing Y 0;
its complement is a quasi-Stein space Z with structure sheaf OY = annOX

G , all of
whose irreducible components have dimension at most n� 1, since Y 0 intersects
each irreducible component of Y . Then we may apply our inductive hypothesis to G

(F .y/� G .y/, so the fibral ranks of G are bounded). Therefore, G .Y / is OY .Y /-
finite. Since F 0 is OY -finite by construction, F is as well, since H1.Y;F 0/D 0. �

Corollary 2.1.8. Suppose that F is a flat coherent sheaf over OY , where Y is a
finite-dimensional quasi-Stein space. Then H0.Y;F / is projective of rank d over
H0.Y;OY / if and only if dim�.y/F .y/D d for all y 2 Y .

Proof. As flat finitely presented modules are finite locally free, and hence projective,
it is enough to prove that F is finitely presented over OY . Lemma 2.1.7 implies that
there is a surjection O˚mY �F , and we will apply Lemma 2.1.7 to the kernel G .
To do this, we need to know that dim�.y/ G .y/ is bounded over all y 2 Y . But if
we specialize the short exact sequence

0 �! G �! O˚mX �!F �! 0

at y 2 Y , we get a short exact sequence

0 �! G .y/ �! �.y/˚m �!F .y/ �! 0;

because F was assumed flat. Therefore, dim�.y/ G .y/�m and we are done. �
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2.2. Families of .'; �/-modules. We briefly recall the construction of families
of .'; �/-modules associated to families of Galois representations. Let A be
an E-affinoid algebra, and let A y̋ B�;.s/

.rig/;K denote one of the rings A y̋ B�K ,
A y̋ B�;sK , A y̋ B�;srig;K, or A y̋ B�rig;K. Similarly, let A y̋ zB

�;.s/
denote one of

the rings A y̋ zB
�

or A y̋ zB
�;s

.
Throughout this subsection, let s0 D .p� 1/=p and sn D pns0 D pn�1.p� 1/.

For L a p-adic field, let Ln D L.�pn/.

Definition 2.2.1. A '-module over A y̋ B�;.s/
.rig/;K is a finitely presented projective

module D.s/ over A y̋ B�;.s/
.rig/;K, together with a map ' W D.s/ ! D.ps/ which is

semilinear over ' W B�;.s/
.rig/;K! B�;.ps/

.rig/;K, such that the linearization

'0 W B�;.ps/
.rig/;K '˝B�;.s/

.rig/;K
D.s/! D.ps/

is an isomorphism. A .'; �/-module over A is a '-module over A together with
a continuous A-linear action of �K which is semilinear over the action of �K on
B�;.s/
.rig/;K and commutes with '.

Remark 2.2.2. A '-module D over A y̋ B�;s
.rig/;K is in particular a finite A y̋ B�;s

.rig/;K-
module. It is therefore a finite module over either a Banach algebra or a Fréchet–
Stein algebra. It follows that D has a unique structure as a Fréchet A y̋ B�;s

.rig/;K-
module. Thus, we may speak unambiguously of the continuity of any action of �K .

Remark 2.2.3. Kedlaya and Lie [2010] define a family of .'; �/-modules over
A y̋ B�;srig;K, for s� 0, to be a coherent locally free sheaf over the product of the half-
open annulus 0 < vp.X/� 1=s with Sp.A/ in the category of rigid analytic spaces.
By Lemma 2.1.7 and Corollary 2.1.8, this is equivalent to the definition we have
given. This equivalence is also proven in [Kedlaya et al. 2014, Proposition 2.2.7],
where the authors use the '-module structure on a family of .'; �/-modules to
prove finite generation of its global sections.

The main source of .'; �/-modules is Galois representations; to any family of
p-adic Galois representations, we can functorially associate a family of .'; �/-
modules, and this functor is fully faithful.

Definition 2.2.4. Let X be a rigid analytic space over E. A family of Galois
representations over X is a locally free OX -module V of rank d together with an
OX -linear action of GalK which acts continuously on �.U;V / for every admissible
affinoid open U �X .

Remark 2.2.5. It is enough to check continuity on a single admissible affinoid
cover fUig of X . For if Ui D Sp.Ai / is affinoid and GalK acts continuously on
V .Ui /, then GalK certainly acts continuously on V .W /D V .Ui /˝Ai

OX .W / for
any affinoid subdomain W � Ui .
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On the other hand, suppose that fUi DSp.Ai /g is an admissible affinoid covering
of U D Sp.A/, and suppose that GalK acts continuously on V .Ui /. Since

0 �! A �!
Y
i

Ai �!
Y
i;j

Ai y̋AAj

is exact, V .U / inherits its topology from its embedding in
Q
i V .Ui / and GL.V .U //

inherits its topology from its embedding in
Q
i GL.V .Ui //. Therefore, GalK acts

continuously on V .U /.

Then we have the following theorem:

Theorem 2.2.6 [Berger and Colmez 2008]. Let A be a formal OE -model for A,
and let V be a free A-module of rank d equipped with a continuous A-linear action
of GalK . Suppose that V contains a free GalK-stable A -submodule V0 of rank d .
Then for s� 0, there is a '- and GalK-stable A y̋ B�;sK -submodule (compatible
with change in s)

D�;sK .V /� ..A y̋ zB
�;s
/˝Qp

V /HK

which is a locally freeA y̋ B�;sK -module of constant rank d such that the natural map

.A y̋ zB
�;s
/˝

A y̋ B�;s
K

D�;sK .V /! .A y̋ zB
�;s
/˝A V

is an isomorphism (by “'-stable”, we mean that '.D�;sK .V //� D�;psK .V /). If GalK
acts trivially on V0=12pV0, then D�;sK .V / is A y̋ B�;sK -free of rank d .

The formation of D�;sK .V / is compatible with base change in A .

The base change property is not stated in [Berger and Colmez 2008], but follows
easily from the construction.

Remark 2.2.7. The construction of families of .'; �/-modules given in Proposi-
tion 4.2.8 and Théorème 4.2.9 of [Berger and Colmez 2008] in fact only requires
the coefficients to be a Banach algebra, not an affinoid algebra.

If V admits a GalK-stable locally free A -submodule V0 of rank d , we may
construct D�;sK .V / by working on a cover fSpf Aig of Spf A trivializing V0. Since
we know that the formation of D�;sK .V / is functorial in maps Ai ! Ai y̋ OE

Aj ,
we can glue the D�;sK .V jAi Œ1=p�/ to get a sheaf of A y̋ B�;sK -modules on Sp.A/. By
[Kedlaya and Liu 2010, Proposition 3.10], there is a finite locally free A y̋ B�;sK -
module D�;sK .V / which induces this sheaf.

By [Chenevier 2009, Lemme 3.18], for any family of Galois representations
V over a quasicompact quasiseparated rigid analytic space X , there is a formal
model X of X such that V admits a Galois-stable OX -lattice. In fact, D�;sK .V / is
independent of the formal model A :

Proposition 2.2.8. Let A and V be as above. Then D�;sK .V / is independent of A .
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Proof. It suffices to check independence of the integral model for an admissible
formal blowing-up X 0! Spf A with center I D .f0; : : : fm/. More precisely, if
V admits both a Galois-stable A -lattice and a Galois-stable A 0-lattice, then Spf A

and Spf A 0 have a common admissible blow-up X , so it suffices to check that
D�;sK .V / yields the same result on the generic fibers of X and Spf A .

Temporarily let D�;sK;X .V / denote the construction using the integral structure
X and D�;sK;A .V / denote the construction using the integral structure A . Now X

admits a covering by the formal schemes

Xi WD Spf A

�
f0

fi
; : : : ;

fm

fi

�
and the morphism Xi ! Spf A is induced by A ! A hf0=fi ; : : : ; fm=fi i. In
other words,

D�;sK;X .V /jSp.Ahf0
fi
;:::;fm

fi
i/
D A

�
f0

fi
; : : : ;

fm

fi

�
y̋A D�;sK;A .V /:

It follows that D�;sK;X .V /D D�;sK;A .V /. �

Corollary 2.2.9. The formation of D�;sK .V / commutes with arbitrary base change
on A.

Proof. Let A!A0 be a homomorphism of E-affinoid algebras, and let X D Sp.A/
and X 0 D Sp.A0/. We may choose an admissible formal OE -model X1 of X
such that the family of Galois representations on X extends to a family of Galois
representations V0 over X1. By [Bosch and Lütkebohmert 1993, Theorem 4.1],
we can find a formal model X2 of X 0 together with an admissible formal blow-up
 WX2 ! X 0 and a morphism  WX2!X1 which induces f on the generic fiber.
Thus, functoriality of D�;sK .V / follows from functoriality in the integral model. �

Furthermore, it is straightforward to check the following functorial properties of
the assignment V  D�;sK .V /:

Proposition 2.2.10. Let A be an E-affinoid algebra, and let V and V 0 be families
of GalK-representations over A as above. Then, for s� 0:

(1) D�;sK .V ˚V 0/D D�;sK .V /˚D�;sX;K.V
0/.

(2) D�;sK .V ˝A V
0/D D�;sK .V /˝

A y̋ B�;s
K

D�;sK .V 0/.

(3) D�;sK .HomA.V; V 0//D Hom
A y̋ B�;s

K

.D�;sK .V /;D�;sK .V //.

In particular, the third part implies that the assignment V  D�;sK .V / is a fully
faithful functor. We omit the details; they are written out in [Bellovin 2013, §4.3].

Combined with various refinements of [Kedlaya and Liu 2010] and [Liu 2014],
we have the following corollary:
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Corollary 2.2.11. Let X be a quasicompact quasiseparated rigid analytic space
over E, and let V be a rank-d family of GalK-representations over X . Then, for
s � 0, there is a family of .'; �/-modules D

�;.s/

K;.rig/.V / which has rank d over
OX y̋ B�;.s/

K;.rig/ such that the natural map

.OX y̋ zB
�;.s/

.rig/ /˝OX y̋ B�;.s/

K;.rig/

D
�;.s/

K;.rig/.V /! .OX y̋ zB
�;.s/

.rig/ /˝A V

is an isomorphism.
The formation of D

�;.s/

K;.rig/.V / is compatible with base change in X and the as-
signment V  D

�;.s/

K;.rig/.V / is a fully faithful functor compatible with direct sums,
duals, and tensor products.

Remark 2.2.12. We do not know whether there is an intrinsic characterization of
D�;sK .V / as a submodule of .A y̋ zB

�;s
/ ˝A V , or an intrinsic characterization

of D�;sK;rig.V / as a subsheaf of zB
�;s

rig ˝A V .

We pause to briefly discuss the objects we have constructed. For simplicity, we
temporarily assume that ADQp . Given a Galois representation V of dimension d ,
we have constructed a module over B�rig;K of rank d , equipped with a semilinear
Frobenius and a semilinear action of �K . There is some s so that these structures
descend to B�;srig;K, which is (noncanonically) the ring of analytic functions on the
half-open annulus 0 < vp.X/ � 1=eKs; we think of p�1=eKs.V / as the minimal
inner radius of an annulus to which everything descends.

Consider the analytic function log.1CX/ 2 B�;srig;K. It has infinitely many zeroes,
at the points X D 1� �pn , which accumulate towards the boundary of the unit disk.
For a given s, we think of n.s/ as the minimal n so that X D 1� �pn lies in the
annulus 0 < vp.X/� 1=eKs.

Returning to our general setup, we use .'; �/-modules to construct modules
DSen.V / and Ddif.V /, which we will use to study Hodge–Tate and de Rham repre-
sentations.

Recall that there is a family of injections in W B
�;s
K !KnŒŒt �� for every n� n.s/,

which extend to injections in W B
�;s
rig;K!KnŒŒt ��. It is defined as the composition

B�;snK � zB
�;sn '�n

����! zB
�;s0
�! BCdR;

where the last map sends
P
pkŒxk� (viewed as an element of zB

C
) to its image in

BCdR, and factors through KnŒŒt ��.

Definition 2.2.13. LetX be a quasicompact quasiseparated rigid analytic space and
let V be a locally free OX -module of rank d equipped with a continuous OX -linear
action of GalK . Then by the preceding discussion, there is a finite extension L=K
such that D

�;s
rig;L.V / is X -locally free.
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(1) For any n� n.s/, we put

D
Ln

Sen.V / WD D
�;s
L .V /˝

in

B
�;s
L

.OX ˝Qp
Ln/:

Then D
Ln

Sen.V / is an X-locally free OX ˝Ln-module of rank d with a linear
action of �Ln

.

(2) For any n� n.s/, we put

D
Ln;C
dif .V / WD D

�;s
L .V /˝

in

B
�;s
L

.OX y̋Qp
LnŒŒt ��/;

and we define D
Ln

dif .V / WD D
Ln;C
dif .V /Œ1=t �. Then D

Ln;C
dif .V / is an X-locally

free OX y̋Qp
LnŒŒt ��-module of rank d with a continuous semilinear action

of �Ln
, where LnŒŒt �� is equipped with its natural Fréchet topology (i.e., as

the inverse limit lim
 ��k

LnŒt �=t
k of finite-dimensional Qp-vector spaces). Here

�Ln
acts trivially on Ln, but acts on t via  � t D �./t .

Remark 2.2.14. Both D
Ln

Sen.V / and D
Ln;C
dif .V / actually have semilinear actions

of all of GalK , ultimately by GalK-stability of D�;s0L;n .V / inside .A y̋ zB
�;s0

/˝A V .
We define D

Kn

Sen .V / WD D
Ln

Sen.V /
HK and D

Kn;C
dif .V / WD D

Ln;C
dif .V /HK .

Remark 2.2.15. If A is a general Qp-Banach algebra with valuation ring A , V0 is
a free A -module of rank d equipped with a continuous A -linear action of GalK ,
and V WD V0Œ1=p�, then we may similarly define

DLn

Sen.V / WD D�;sL .V /˝
in

A y̋ B�;s
L

.A˝Qp
Ln/;

DLn

dif .V / WD D�;sL .V /˝
in

A y̋ B�;s
L

.A y̋Qp
LnŒŒt ��/:

Remark 2.2.16. It is also possible to construct DLn

Sen.V / directly by means of Tate–
Sen theory applied to semilinear representations of GalK on finite X-locally free
OX y̋ CK-modules. In particular, there is a constant c3 (fixed at the outset such
that 1=.p � 1/ < c3 <

1
2

ordp.12p/) such that DLn

Sen.V / admits a c3-fixed basis;
i.e., there is a basis fe1; : : : ; ed g such that if U is the matrix of the action of a
topological generator  of �n, then every entry of U � Id has p-adic valuation
greater than c3. We exploit this point of view in the proof of Theorem 4.2.5.

Proposition 2.2.17. (1) D
Ln

Sen.V / is an X -locally free OX ˝Ln-module of rank d ,
and we have a Galois-equivariant isomorphism

CK y̋Ln
D
Ln

Sen.V /! CK y̋Qp
V:
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(2) D
Ln;C
dif .V / is an X -locally free OX y̋ LnŒŒt ��-module of rank d , and we have a

Galois-equivariant isomorphism

.OX y̋ BCdR/˝OX y̋LnŒŒt��
D
Ln;C
dif .V /! .OX y̋ BCdR/˝OX

V

which respects the filtrations on each side.

Proof. For both of these, the starting point is the isomorphism

zB�;s
˝

B
�;s
L

D
�;s
L .V /! zB�;s

˝OX
V :

The composition

B�;sL
in
��! LnŒŒt ��! BCdR

is the same as the composition

B�;sL � zB
�;s '�n

���! zB
�;p�ns

! BCdR

by definition, so extending scalars on each side from zB�;s to BCX;dR or OX y̋Qp
CK

gives the desired result. �

3. Cohomology of procyclic groups

3.1. Overview. LetG be a profinite group with finite p-cohomological dimension e
such that Hi .G; T / has finite cardinality for all finite p-torsion discrete G-modules
T . Let M be a topological abelian group equipped with a continuous action
of G. We consider the continuous cochain complex C �.G;M/ and its cohomology
groups H�.G;M/. Specifically, we define the n-cochains C n.G;M/ to be the set
of continuous functions

f WGn!M;

and we define the differential dn W C n.G;M/! C nC1.G;M/ by

dn.f /.g1; : : : ; gnC1/ WD g1 �f .g2; : : : ; gnC1/

C

nX
iD1

.�1/if .g1; : : : ; gi�1; gigiC1; giC2; : : : ; gnC1/

C .�1/nC1f .g1; : : : ; gn/:

Thus, we get a complex

C �.G;M/ W 0 �!M D C 0.G;M/ �! C 1.G;M/ �! � � � ;

and we define Hn.G;M/ WD ker dn= im dn�1. If M D lim
��!i2I

Mi is the filtered
colimit of topological abelian groups equipped with continuous actions of G
(compatible with the transition maps), we define Hn.G;M/ WD lim

��!i2I
Hn.G;Mi /.
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Suppose now that M is actually a Qp-Banach space and the action of G on M
is Qp-linear. Exact sequences of Qp-Banach spaces of are Qp-linearly split, so a
G-equivariant exact sequence of Qp-Banach spaces

0 �!M 0 �!M �!M 00 �! 0

admits a continuous Qp-linear section M 00!M . Therefore, there is a long exact
sequence in cohomology

0 �! H0.G;M 0/ �! H0.G;M/ �! H0.G;M 00/ �! H1.G;M 0/ �! � � � :

If A is an E-affinoid algebra, and M is a finite flat A-module and the action of
G is A-linear, Pottharst has shown that the cohomology groups Hi .G;M/ satisfy
a number of good properties. In particular, Hi .G;M/ is a finite A-module for all
i � 0, by [Pottharst 2013, Theorem 1.2], and Hi .G;M/D 0 whenever i > e, by
[Pottharst 2013, Proposition 1.1].

Crucially, the finiteness of the cohomology groups Hi .G;M/ makes it possible
to deduce the following “cohomology and base change” result:

Theorem 3.1.1 [Pottharst 2013, Theorem 1.4]. Let M be a finite flat A-module.
Then if A0 is an A-affinoid algebra, there is a base change spectral sequence of
A0-modules

Eij2 D TorA�i .H
j .G;M/;A0/ ) HiCj .G;M ˝AA0/;

in which the edge map E0;j2 D Hj .G;M/ ˝A A
0 ! Hj .G;M ˝A A0/ is the

natural map.

In particular, if A0 is flat over A, then the formation of continuous group
cohomology commutes with base change.

Remark 3.1.2. The base change spectral sequence follows from the natural iso-
morphism

C �.G;M/˝L
AA
0
! C �.G;M ˝AA

0/

in the bounded derived category Dbcoh.A
0/ of finite A0-modules.

We will be primarily concerned with the Galois cohomology of groups G of
p-cohomological dimension 1. In that case, the base change theorem takes a
particularly nice form:

Corollary 3.1.3. Suppose G has p-cohomological dimension 1.

(1) The formation of H1.�;M/ commutes with affinoid base change on A.

(2) The spectral sequence degenerates at the E3 page.
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(3) There is a low-degree exact sequence

0 �! H0.�;M/˝AA
0=TorA2 .H

1.�;M/;A0/

�! H0.�;M ˝AA0/ �! TorA1 .H
1.�;M/;A0/ �! 0:

3.2. Cohomology of semilinear G -modules. We will need to extend some of Pot-
tharst’s results. Throughout this subsection, let M be a finite flat AŒŒt ��-module,
equipped with its natural Fréchet topology (i.e., as the inverse limit lim

 ��k
M=tk of

finite Banach A-modules), and suppose M is equipped with a continuous AŒŒt ��-
semilinear G-action, where G acts on AŒŒt �� so that the action on A is trivial and
the action preserves the t -adic filtration.

Proposition 3.2.1. Let M be as above.

(1) Hi .G;M/D 0 for i > e.

(2) If A ! A0 is a quotient of affinoid algebras, the formation of He.G;M/

commutes with base change to A0, i.e., the natural map He.G;M/˝AA
0!

He.G;M y̋AA0/ is an isomorphism.

Proof. (1) For each quotient M=tk , we have the continuous cochain complex
C �.G;M=tk/, and the transition maps C �.G;M=tkCn/! C �.G;M=tk/ are sur-
jective. Therefore, by [Weibel 1994, Theorem 3.5.8], for each i we have an exact
sequence

0 �! lim
 ��
k

1Hi�1.G;M=tk/ �! Hi .G;M/ �! lim
 ��
k

Hi .G;M=tk/ �! 0:

Then for i >eC1, we have Hi .G;M=tk/D0 and Hi�1.G;M=tk/D0, by [Pottharst
2013, Theorem 1.1(4)]. Therefore, Hi .G;M/D 0. If i D eC1, Hi .G;M=tk/D 0,
by the same theorem. Then we use the long exact sequence associated to

0 �! C �.G; tnM=tkCn/ �! C �.G;M=tkCn/ �! C �.G;M=tk/ �! 0

and the vanishing of Hi .G; tnM=tkCn/ to see that fHi .G;M=tk/gk has surjective
transition maps. Therefore, lim

 ��

1
k

Hi�1.G;M=tk/ and Hi .G;M/ vanish as well.

(2) Let A0 D A=J be a quotient of A. Since A0 is a finitely presented A-module,
�˝A A

0 commutes with taking inverse limits with surjective transition maps. It
follows that

C �.G;M/˝AA
0
�!� lim
 ��
k

.C �.G;M=tk/˝AA
0/:

But the natural map C �.G;M=tk/˝A A0 ! C �.G; .M=tk/˝A A
0/ is a quasi-

isomorphism by [Pottharst 2013, Lemma 1.5], so we obtain a quasiisomorphism

C �.G;M/˝AA
0
! lim
 ��
k

.C �.G; .M=tk/˝AA
0//D C �.G;M y̋AA

0/:
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As A0 is finitely presented as an A-module, we may find a projective resolu-
tion D� ! A0. Because the terms of C �.G;M/ are A-flat, the induced map
C �.G;M/˝AD

� ! C �.G;M/˝A A
0 is a quasiisomorphism, and we obtain a

second-quadrant spectral sequence abutting to the homology of C �.G;M y̋AA0/.
Consideration of the E2-page yields the desired result. �

Proposition 3.2.2. Let the notation be as above, and suppose in addition that G
is procyclic with topological generator  and that H0.G; gr�M/ is A-finite, where
gr�M is the associated graded module to M . Then there is some N such that
H0.G;M/ �!� H0.G;M=tkM/ for any k �N .

Before we prove Proposition 3.2.2, we record several useful consequences about
H1.G;M/:

Corollary 3.2.3. Let the notation be as in Proposition 3.2.2.

(1) H1.G;M/D lim
 ��k

H1.G;M=tk/.

(2) For any k �N , the sequence

0 �! H1.G; tkM/ �! H1.G;M/ �! H1.G;M=tk/ �! 0

is exact.

(3) For any k 2 Z and k0 2 N, the kernel of the natural map H1.G; tkCk
0

M/!

H1.G; tkM/ is a quotient of the A-finite module H0.G; tkM=tkCk
0

/, the
cokernel is the A-finite module H1.G; tkM=tkCk

0

/, and for all but finitely
many k; k0, it is an injection.

(4) lim
 ��k

H1.G; tkM/D 0.

Proof. (1) Proposition 3.2.2 implies that the projective system fH0.G;M=tk/gk�0
satisfies the Mittag–Leffler condition, so lim

 ��

1
k

H0.G;M=tk/ D 0. Together with
the exact sequence

0 �! lim
 ��
k

1H0.G;M=tk/ �! H1.G;M/ �! lim
 ��
k

H1.G;M=tk/ �! 0

this yields the desired result.

(2) For each n� 0, the exact sequence of Banach A-modules

0 �! tkM=tkCn �!M=tkCn �!M=tk �! 0

induces a long exact sequence in cohomology. If k � N , then Proposition 3.2.2
implies that H0.G;M=tkCn/ ! H0.G;M=tk/ is a surjection. Therefore, the
connecting homomorphism ı W H0.G;M=tk/! H1.G; tkM=tkCn/ is zero and

0 �! H1.G; tkM=tkCn/ �! H1.G;M=tkCn/ �! H1.G;M=tk/ �! 0
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is exact. Part (1) above (applied to H1.G; tkM/) implies that H1.G; tkM/ D

lim
 ��n

H1.G; tkM=tkCn/, and, since the inverse system fH1.G; tkM=tkCn/gn has
surjective transition maps, we obtain an exact sequence

0 �! H1.G; tkM/ �! H1.G;M/ �! H1.G;M=tk/ �! 0;

as desired.

(3) For every n� 0, the exact sequence

0 �! tkCk
0

M=tkCk
0Cn
�! tkM=tkCk

0Cn
�! tkM=tkCk

0

�! 0

induces an exact sequence

H0.G; tkM=tkCk
0

/ �! H1.G; tkCk
0

M=tkCk
0Cn/

�! H1.G; tkM=tkCk
0Cn/ �! H1.G; tkM=tkCk

0

/ �! 0:

If k � 0 or k � 0, and k0 � 0, H0.G; tkM=tkCk
0

/ D 0 and we may take the
projective limit as n!1 to obtain an injection H1.G; tkC1M/! H1.G; tkM/.

Otherwise, let

Kk;k0;n WD ker
�
H1.G; tkCk

0

M=tkCk
0Cn/! H1.G; tkM=tkCk

0Cn/
�

D H0.G; tkM=tkCk
0

/=H0.G; tkM=tkCk
0Cn/:

To show that lim
 ��n

Kk;k0;n is A-finite, it suffices to show that the natural map

H0.G; tkM=tkCk
0

/! lim
 ��
n

Kk;k0;n

is a surjection. But, by Proposition 3.2.2 (applied to tkM ), fH0.G; tkM=tkCk
0Cn/gn

is stationary for n � 0, so fH0.G; tkM=tkCk
0Cn/=H0.G; tkCk

0

M=tkCk
0Cn/gn

satisfies the Mittag–Leffler condition. This implies that

0 �! lim
 ��
n

�
H0.G; tkM=tkCk

0Cn/=H0.G; tkCk
0

M=tkCk
0Cn/

�
�! H0.G; tkM=tkCk

0

/ �! lim
 ��
n

Kk;k0;n �! 0

is exact.
To identify the cokernel of H1.G; tkCk

0

M/! H1.G; tkM/, we again consider
the exact sequences

0 �!Kk;k0;n �! H1.G; tkCk
0

M=tkCk
0Cn/

�! H1.G; tkM=tkCk
0Cn/ �! H1.G; tkM=tkCk

0

/ �! 0

for n� 0. As n varies, the natural transition maps are surjections, so we see that
the cokernel coker

�
H1.G; tkCk

0

M/!H1.G; tkM/
�

is identified with the A-finite
module H1.G; tkM=tkCk

0

/.
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(4) By Proposition 3.2.2, there is some N such that, for k �N and any n� 0, the
sequence

0 �! H1.G; tkM=tkCn/ �! H1.G;M=tkCn/ �! H1.G;M=tk/ �! 0

is exact. Taking the projective limit as n!1 and applying part (1) to M and
tkM , we obtain an exact sequence

0 �! H1.G; tkM/ �! H1.G;M/ �! H1.G;M=tk/:

Taking the projective limit as k!1, we obtain an exact sequence

0 �! lim
 ��
k

H1.G; tkM/ �! H1.G;M/ �! lim
 ��
k

H1.G;M=tk/:

But the map H1.G;M/! lim
 ��k

H1.G;M=tk/ is an isomorphism by part (1), so
lim
 ��k

H1.G; tkM/D 0. �

Remark 3.2.4. If we knew that surjections of Qp-Fréchet spaces admit continuous
sections (so that short exact sequences of G-representations would yield long exact
sequences in cohomology), the proof of Corollary 3.2.3 could be simplified in a
number of places. As we are not aware of a result to that effect, we are instead
forced to use the Mittag–Leffler property proved in Proposition 3.2.2.

We now turn to the proof of Proposition 3.2.2; we will require a number of
preliminaries. We observe at the outset that the cohomology group H0.G;M/ is
computed by H0 of the complex

C �alg W 0 �!M
�1
����!M �! 0:

For the remainder of this section, we therefore take H�.G;M/ to be the homology
of C �alg. It is purely algebraic, with no input from the topology of G or M .

Lemma 3.2.5. Let M and G be as above.

(1) There is some N0 such that tkM=tkC1M has no nonzero G-invariants for any
k �N0.

(2) For any k �N0, .tkM/GD1 D f0g.

(3) For any k �N0, the natural maps

.M=tkC1M/GD1! .M=tkM/GD1 and MGD1
! .M=tkM/GD1

are injections.

(4) H0.G;M/ is finite.

Proof. (1) This follows from the finiteness of H0.G; gr�M/.
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(2) Since tkM D lim
 ��h

tkM=tkChM and taking G-invariants is left-exact, it
is enough to show that .tkM=tkChM/GD1D 0 for all h� 0. But this follows from
repeated applications of the exact sequence

0�!.tk
0C1M=tkChM/GD1�!.tk

0

M=tkChM/GD1�!.tk
0

M=tk
0C1M/GD1D0

for k � k0 � kC h.

(3) We have an exact sequence

0 �! .tkM=tkC1M/GD1 �! .M=tkC1M/GD1 �! .M=tkM/GD1:

By the choice of k, .tkM=tkC1M/GD1D 0. Similarly, we have an exact sequence

0 �! .tkM/GD1 �! .M/GD1 �! .M=tkM/GD1:

By the choice of k, .tkM/GD1 D f0g.

(4) We have seen that H0.G;M/ injects into .M=tkM/GD1 for sufficiently large k.
But M=tkM is a finite A-module, so H0.G;M/ is A-finite as well. �

Lemma 3.2.6. Let M and G be as above, and let

0 �! I �! B �! B 0 �! 0

be a small extension of Artin local A-algebras, and let mB be the maximal ideal
of B . Let MB , MB=mB

, and MB 0 denote M ˝A B , M ˝A B=mB , and M ˝A B 0,
respectively. Suppose that the natural maps

H0.G;MB=mB
=tkC1/! H0.G;MB=mB

=tk/;

H0.G;MB 0=t
kC1/! H0.G;MB 0=t

k/

are isomorphisms. Then H0.G;MB=t
kC1/! H0.G;MB=t

k/ is an isomorphism
as well.

Remark 3.2.7. It is crucial for our application of Lemma 3.2.6 in the proof of
Proposition 3.2.2 that B and B 0 are not assumed to be Qp-finite. This is why we
are working with the “algebraic” cohomology groups computed by the complex
0 �!M ����!

�1
M �! 0.

Proof. Since 0 �! I �! B �! B 0 �! 0 is a small extension, I is a principal
ideal killed by mB . It follows that the complex

0 �! IMB=t
kC1 �1
����! IMB=t

kC1
�! 0
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(resp. 0�! IMB=t
k

�1
����! IMB=t

k �! 0) is isomorphic as a complex of B=mB -
vector spaces to the complex

0 �! .MB=mB
/=tkC1

�1
����! .MB=mB

/=tkC1 �! 0

(resp. 0 �!MB=mB
=tk

�1
����! .MB=mB

/=tk �! 0). Then the hypothesis that

H0.G;MB=mB
=tkC1/! H0.G;MB=mB

=tk/

is an isomorphism implies that H0.G; IMB=t
kC1/! H0.G; IMB=t

k/ is an iso-
morphism as well.

Since M is A-flat, we have a commutative diagram

0 ����! IMB=t
kC1 ����! MB=t

kC1 ����! MB 0=t
kC1 ����! 0??y ??y ??y

0 ����! IMB=t
k ����! MB=t

k ����! MB 0=t
k ����! 0

where the rows are exact.
Taking G-invariants, we get a commutative diagram

0 �! .IMB=t
kC1/G �! .MB=t

kC1/G �! .MB 0=t
kC1/G �!H1.G; IMB=t

kC1/??y ??y ??y ??y
0 �! .IMB=t

k/G �! .MB=t
k/G �! .MB 0=t

k/G �! H1.G; IMB=t
k/

To show that H0.G;MB=t
kC1/! H0.G;MB=t

k/ is an isomorphism, it suf-
fices by the five lemma to show that H1.G; IMB=t

kC1/! H1.G; IMB=t
k/ is an

isomorphism. But IMB=t
kC1 and IMB=t

k are finite B=mB -vector spaces, so to
show this, it is enough to show that they have the same dimension as B=mB -vector
spaces (since the map is a priori a surjection). But

dim H1.G; IMB=t
kC1/

D dim IMB=t
kC1
� dim IMB=t

kC1
C dim H0.G; IMB=t

kC1/

D dim H0.G; IMB=t
kC1/D dim H0.G; IMB=t

k/

D dim IMB=t
k
� dim IMB=t

k
C dim H1.G; IMB=t

k/

D dim H1.G; IMB=t
k/: �

Now we are in a position to prove Proposition 3.2.2:

Proof of Proposition 3.2.2. We proceed by noetherian induction on Spec.A/. By
Lemma 3.2.5, we may first choose N0 such that, for k �N0,

MGD1 ,�! � � � ,�! .M=tkC1/GD1 ,�! .M=tk/GD1 ,�! � � � ,�! .M=tN0/GD1:
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It follows that, for any k � N0, the cokernel of .M=tkC1/GD1 ! .M=tk/GD1

is supported on a Zariski-closed subspace of Spec.A/, namely, the support of
the cokernel of MGD1 ,! .M=tN0/GD1. Let fqj g be the (finitely many) primes
corresponding to the irreducible components of this subspace. We will find some
N1 � 0 such that for k � N1, the natural map .M=tkC1/GD1 ˝A

�Q
j A
^
qj

�
!

.M=tk/GD1˝A
�Q

j A
^
qj

�
is an isomorphism.

Since .M=tkC1/GD1˝AA^qj
D ..M=tkC1/˝AA

^
qj
/GD1 by flatness ofA!A^qi

,
it is enough to produce some N1;j such that

..M=tkC1/˝AAqj
=qmj /

GD1
! ..M=tk/˝AAqj

=qmj /
GD1

is an isomorphism for all k�N1;j and for allm. But this follows from Lemma 3.2.6
and the fact that any surjection of Artin local rings can be factored into a sequence
of small extensions.

Let N1 D maxfN1;j g. Then the natural map MGD1! .M=tN1M/GD1 is an
injection with cokernel supported on a strictly smaller Zariski-closed subspace of
Spec.A/. If it is actually an isomorphism, we are done; otherwise, we repeat the
argument with primes of A corresponding to irreducible components of the support
of the cokernel of MGD1 ,! .M=tN1M/GD1.

This process terminates in finitely many steps, so we find that, for k large
enough, the natural maps .M=tkC1M/GD1! .M=tkM/GD1 are isomorphisms of
A-modules. It follows that H0.G;M/DH0.G;M=tkM/ for sufficiently large k. �

4. The functors DB�
.V /

4.1. Overview. In this section, we discuss the functors DHT.V / and DdR.V /; we
relate them to .'; �/-modules, and we prove they are coherent sheaves on Sp.A/.
We also relate Dst.V / and Dcris.V / to .'; �/-modules, and conjecture that they are
coherent sheaves on Sp.A/.

Throughout this section, we let E and K be finite extensions of Qp , and we let
X be a quasiseparated rigid analytic space over E.

Definition 4.1.1. A family of Galois representations over X is a locally free OX -
module V of rank d together with an OX -linear action of GalK which acts continu-
ously on �.U; V / for every affinoid subdomain U �X .

Definition 4.1.2. Let B� be one of the period rings BHT, BdR, Bmax, or Bst. Then
for any family of Galois representations, we define the presheaf

DK� .V /.U / WD .BX;�.U /˝OX .U / V .U //
GalK ;

where BX;� is one of the sheaves of period rings defined in Section A.2. We say that
V is B�-admissible (or simply Hodge–Tate, de Rham, semistable, or crystalline) if
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DK� .V / is a projective OX ˝BGalK
� -module of rank d , and the natural morphism

˛V WBX;�˝OX˝BGalK
�

DK� .V /!BX;�˝OX
V

is an isomorphism.

Let fUigi2I be an admissible covering of X . Then, because V and BX;� are
both sheaves on X , we have an exact sequence

0 �! �.X;BX;�˝OX
V /

�!

Y
i2I

�.Ui ;BX;�˝OX
V / �!

Y
i;j2I

�.Ui \Uj ;BX;�˝OX
V /:

Each of these terms has a continuous action of GalK by assumption, and, since the
formation of GalK-invariants is left-exact, we have an exact sequence

0 �! DK� .V /.X/ �!
Y
i2I

DK� .V /.Ui / �!
Y
i;j2I

DK� .V /.Ui \Uj /:

It follows that DK� .V / is actually a sheaf of OX ˝Qp
BGalK
� -modules. However,

we do not know at this stage that DK� .V /.U / is finite, let alone that DK� .V / is a
coherent sheaf of OX ˝Qp

BGalK
� -modules.

Suppose that X D Sp.A/, where A is a Qp-finite Artin ring, and V is a finite
projective A-module equipped with a continuous A-linear action of GalK . Then
..A˝Qp

B�/˝A V /GalK D .B�˝Qp
V /GalK as BGalK

� -vector spaces. In fact, V is
B�-admissible as an A-linear representation in the sense above if and only if the
underlying Qp-linear representation is B�-admissible:

Proposition 4.1.3. Let A be a Qp-finite Artin local ring with maximal ideal m, and
let V be a finite free A-module of rank d equipped with a continuous A-linear
GalK-action. Then V is B�-admissible as an A-representation if and only if its
underlying Qp-representation is B�-admissible.

Proof. Let n WD dimQp
A. It is clear that B�-admissibility over A implies B�-

admissibility over Qp . For the converse, assume V is B�-admissible when viewed
as a Qp-representation, so ..A ˝Qp

B�/ ˝A V /GalK D .B� ˝Qp
V /GalK is an

nd -dimensional BGalK
� -vector space and the natural map B�˝BGalK

�

DB�.V /!

B�˝Qp
V is an isomorphism.

We first assume that ADE is a field. In that case, A˝Qp
BGalK
� is a product of

fields, so DB�.V / is certainly locally free and therefore projective. In addition, the
isomorphism ˛V W B�˝BGalK

�

DB�.V /! B�˝Qp
V tells us that the natural map

.A˝Qp
B�/˝A˝Qp BGalK

�

DB�.V /! .A˝Qp
B/˝A V

is an isomorphism. In particular, DB�.V / is locally free of rank d over A˝BGalK
� .

Since A˝Qp
BGalK
� is semilocal, DB�.V / is free over A˝Qp

BGalK
� .
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Now consider the general case. We will factor the extension of Qp-finite Artin
rings A� A=mV as a sequence of small extensions and proceed by induction.
So suppose we have a small extension f W A� A0, so that m ker.f / D 0 and
ker.f /D .t/Š A=m, and suppose the result holds for A0-representations.

We have a surjection of Qp-representations V � V ˝AA
0, with kernel tV . By

the formalism of admissible representations, V ˝A A0 is B�-admissible and we
have a surjection DB�.V /� DB�.V ˝AA

0/ with kernel DB�.tV /.
We claim that the kernel of this surjection is tDB�.V /. Clearly, tDB�.V / �

DB�.tV /, since there is no Galois action on the coefficients. On the other hand,
suppose that mv 2DB�.tV / for some m2 ker.f /, v 2 B�˝V . Then mvDmg.v/
for any g 2 GalK , so v D g.v/ in B�˝ .V ˝AA=I/ for all g 2 GalK , where I is
the ideal of elements of A killed by m. But again by the formalism of admissible
representations we have a surjection DB�.V /� DB�.V=IV /, so there is some
Qv2DB�.V / such that QvŠv mod I . Since v and Qv differ by an element of DB�.IV /

and m kills DB�.IV /, mv Dm Qv 2 tDB�.V /, as desired.
By the assumption on A0-representations, DB�.V ˝A A

0/ is a free module
of rank d over A0 ˝Qp

BGalK
� . Furthermore, DB�.V /˝A A

0 D DB�.V ˝A A
0/.

If Ai is a local factor of the semilocal ring A ˝Qp
BGalK
� , then A0i WD Ai=t

is a local factor of A0 ˝Qp
BGalK
� . Therefore, Nakayama’s lemma implies that

DB�.V / ˝A Ai is generated by d elements for all i , so we have a surjection
.A˝Qp

BGalK
� /˝d� DB�.V /. But we also have an isomorphism of B�-modules

˛V W B�˝BGalK
�

DB�.V /! B�˝Qp
V , so, by comparing the BGalK

� -dimensions
of DB�.V / and .A˝BGalK

� /˝d , we see that DB�.V / is a free A˝BGalK
� -module

of rank d . �

4.2. .'; �/-modules and DB�
.V /. When X D Sp.Qp/, the overconvergence of

Galois representations is important in part because it allows us to recover the
p-adic Hodge theoretic invariants DB�.V / from the .'; �/-module. This allows
us to convert questions about Galois groups with cohomological dimension 2 into
questions about profinite groups with cohomological dimension 1, at the cost of
making the coefficients more complicated.

Specifically, when X D Sp.Qp/, we have the following results:

Theorem 4.2.1 [Sen 1973]. Let V be a finite-dimensional Qp-linear representation
of GalK . Then DKHT.V /D

L
i2Z.D

K
Sen.V / � t

i /�K .

Theorem 4.2.2 [Fontaine 2004]. Let V be a finite-dimensional Qp-linear represen-
tation of GalK . Then DKdR.V /D .D

K
dif.V //

�K .

Theorem 4.2.3 [Berger 2002]. Let V be a finite-dimensional Qp-linear representa-
tion of GalK . Then DKst .V /D .D

�
log.V /Œ1=t �/

�K and DKcris.V /D .D
�
rig.V /Œ1=t �/

�K .
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Remark 4.2.4. Sen and Fontaine used different constructions of DKSen.V / and
DKdif.V / than the one we have given. The equivalence of the two constructions is
shown in [Berger 2002].

We will prove analogues of these results for families of Galois representations
over an E-rigid analytic space X .

Theorem 4.2.5. Let V be a family of representations of GalK of rank d . Then

DKHT.V /D
M
i2Z

.DKSen.V / � t
i /�K

as subsheaves of BHT˝OX
V .

Proof. Since both DKHT.V / and
L
i2Z.D

K
Sen.V /�t

i /�K are subsheaves of BHT˝OX
V ,

we may work locally on X . Therefore, we may assume that X D Sp.A/ for some
E-affinoid algebra A and V WD �.X;V / admits a free GalK-stable A -lattice V0 of
rank d , where A is some formal OE -model for A.

Since DK
0

HT.V /DK
0˝K DKHT.V / for any finite extensionK 0=K, we may replace

K with any finite extension. Let L=K be a finite extension such that GalL acts
trivially on V0=12pV0. Then DLn

Sen.V / is a finite free A˝Qp
Ln-module of rank d ,

and we have a natural Galois-equivariant isomorphism

.A y̋ CK/˝A˝QpLn
DLn

Sen.V / �!
� .A y̋ CK/˝A V:

Taking HL-invariants, we get

.A y̋ CHL

K /˝A˝Ln
DLn

Sen.V / �!
� ..A y̋ CK/˝A V /HL ;

since HL acts trivially on DLn

Sen.V / by construction. We need to take �Ln
-invariants

of both sides.
It suffices to show that�

.A y̋ CK/HL ˝A˝Ln
DLn

Sen.V /
��n
D DLn

Sen.V /
�n :

To see this, we fix an .A˝Qp
Ln/-basis .e1; : : : ; ed / of DLn

Sen.V /which is c3-fixed by
�Ln

and choose some x 2 ..A y̋ CK/HL˝A˝QpLn
DLn

Sen.V //
�n . Then xD

P
xiei

for some xi 2 .A y̋ CK/HL . By the semilinearity of the Galois action, this means
that U � .x/ D x for any  2 �n, where x is the column vector of the xi . But
then we may invoke [Berger and Colmez 2008, Lemme 3.2.5] with V1 D U�1 and
V2 D 1 to get that x 2 A˝Qp

Ln.
Since BHT D CK Œt; t�1�, it follows that DKHT.V / D

L
i2Z.D

K
Sen.V / � t

i /�K ,
as desired. �
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Lemma 4.2.6. Let M be a finite A-module, where A is a Banach algebra whose
value group is discrete, and let m1; : : : ; mr generate M over A. Equip M with
the norm j � jM induced by the natural quotient A˚r �M , where A˚r has the
norm j.a1; : : : ; ar/j Dmaxifjai jg. Let T WM !M be an A-linear map such that
jT .mi /j � C jmi j for all mi . Then the operator norm of T on M is at most C .

Proof. Let m 2 M . We wish to show that jT .m/jM � C jmjM . Because the
value group of A is discrete, we can write m D a1m1 C � � � C armr such that
jmjM Dmaxifjai jg. Then

jT .m/jM �max
i
fjai j�jT .mi /jM g�C max

i
fjai j�jmi jM g�C max

i
fjai jgDC jmj: �

Lemma 4.2.7. Let V be a finite free A-module of rank d , equipped with a con-
tinuous A-linear action of GalK . Then the module generated by the �Ln

-orbit of
x 2 yL1 y̋Ln

DLn

Sen.V / is A-finite if and only if x 2
S
n0�nLn0 ˝Ln

DLn

Sen.V /.

Proof. The �Ln
-orbit of any element of Ln0˝Ln

DLn

Sen.V / certainly generates an A-
finite module. Conversely, suppose that the �Ln

-orbit of x 2 yL1 y̋Ln
DLn

Sen.V / gen-
erates a finite A-module M . Let fe1; : : : ; ed g be an A˝Qp

Ln-basis of DLn

Sen.V /,
so that the action of  2 �Ln

with respect to e1; : : : ; ed is given by a matrix .aij /
with aij 2 A˝Qp

Ln. Write x D
P
i ciei .

By assumption,M is finite overA˝Qp
Ln, so it is generated by a finite collection

f1; : : : ; fr of elements of .A y̋ yL1/˝A˝QpLn
DLn

Sen.V /. Then the coefficients (with
respect to feig) of elements of M are contained in the A˝Qp

Ln-submodule of
A y̋ yL1 generated by the coefficients of f1; : : : ; fr , which is finite. But

.x/D
X

.ci /.ei /D
X
j

�X
i

aj i � .ci /

�
ej :

Since  is invertible, this shows that the �Ln
-orbit of the ci is in the A˝Qp

Ln-span
of the coefficients with respect to feig of �Ln

� x.
Thus, we are reduced to the rank-1 case. That is, we need to show that if the

�Ln
-orbit of c 2A y̋Qp

yL1 generates an A˝Qp
Ln-finite moduleM �A y̋Qp

yL1,
then c 2

S
n0�nLn0 ˝Ln

.A˝Qp
Ln/.

Choose a finite set x1; : : : ; xr 2M which generates M , and give M the quotient
norm j � jM coming from the natural surjection A˚r�M . Since A y̋Qp

yL1 is a
potentially orthonormalizable A-module, M is closed in A y̋Qp

yL1 by [Buzzard
2007, Lemma 2.3], and therefore also acquires a p-adic norm j � jp . All norms on a
finite Banach module are equivalent by [Bosch et al. 1984, Proposition 3.7.3/3],
so j � jM and j � jp are equivalent, meaning that there are positive constants C1; C2
such that C1jxjp � jxjM � C2jxjp for all x 2M .
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Then for any " > 0 there is some m" such that j.p
m

�1/.xi /jp < "jxi jp for all i
and any m�m". We choose "D 1

2
C 21 =.C

2
2 p

c3/. This implies that

j.p
m

� 1/.xi /jM � C2j.
pm

� 1/.xi /jp < C2"jxi jp �
C2"

C1
� jxi jM :

By Lemma 4.2.6, p
m

�1 has operator norm at most C2"=C1 with respect to j � jM .
But then

j.p
m

� 1/.x/jp �
1

C1
j.p

m

� 1/.x/jM <
C2"

C 21
jxjM �

C 22 "

C 21
jxjp;

so p
m

� 1 has operator norm at most C 22 "=C
2
1 with respect to j � jp.

Next, we observe that for any integerm�1 the kernel of p
m

�1 onA y̋Qp
yL1 is

A˝Qp
LmCn. Therefore, if .p

m

�1/.M/D 0 for somem� 0, we are done. Now
recall that by the third Tate–Sen axiom, for any n0 � n, there is a �Ln0

-equivariant
topological splitting

A y̋Qp
yL1 D .A˝Qp

Ln0/˚XH;n0 ;

and, for n0�m"
n, p

m"
�1 acts invertibly on XH;n0 , with the norm of .p

m"
�1/�1

bounded above by the constant pc3 . Since p
n0�n

�1 killsA˝Qp
Ln0 , it follows that

.p
n0�n

� 1/.M/ � XH;n0 . But .p
n0�n

� 1/.M/ �M , so p
m"
� 1 has p-adic

operator norm at most C 22 "=C
2
1 on .p

n0�n

� 1/.M/. Then for any x 2M ,ˇ̌
.p

n0�n

� 1/.x/
ˇ̌
p
D
ˇ̌
.p

m"
� 1/�1.p

m"
� 1/.p

n0�n

� 1/.x/
ˇ̌
p

� pc3
ˇ̌
.p

m"
� 1/.p

n0�n

� 1/.x/.x/
ˇ̌
p

� pc3
C 22 "

C 21

ˇ̌
.p

n0�n

� 1/.x/
ˇ̌
p
D
1

2

ˇ̌
.p

n0�n

� 1/.x/
ˇ̌
p
:

This forces
ˇ̌
.p

n0�n

� 1/.x/
ˇ̌
p

to be 0, so .p
n0�n

� 1/.x/ D 0. Therefore
.p

n0�n

� 1/.M/D 0, and we are done. �

We can bootstrap this result to relate DdR.V / and Ddif.V /, just as in the case
when X D Sp.Qp/:

Theorem 4.2.8. Let V be a family of representations of GalK of rank d . Then
DKdR.V /D .D

K
dif.V //

�K as subsheaves of BdR˝OX
V .

Proof. As before, we reduce to the case when X D Sp.A/ for some E-affinoid
algebra A and V WD �.X;V / admits a free GalK-stable A -lattice V0 of rank d ,
where A is some formal OE -model for A.
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Since DK
0

dR .V /DK
0˝K DKdR.V / for any finite extension K 0=K, we may again

replaceK with any finite extension; we choose L=K such that GalL=K acts trivially
on V0=12pV0. Then DLn;C

dif .V / is a free A y̋ LnŒŒt ��-module of rank d , and we
have a Galois-equivariant isomorphism

.A y̋ BCdR/˝A y̋LnŒŒt��
DLn;C

dif �!� .A y̋ BCdR/ y̋A V

which respects the t -adic filtration on both sides.
After twisting V by some power of the cyclotomic character, it therefore suffices

to show that�
.A y̋ LCdR/˝A y̋LnŒŒt��

DLn;C
dif .V /

��Ln
D DLn;C

dif .V /�Ln ;

where LCdR WD .B
C
dR/

HK . In fact, it suffices to show that�
.A y̋ LCdR=t

m/˝A˝QpLnŒŒt�� DLn;C
dif .V /

��Ln
D .DLn;C

dif .V /=tm/�Ln

for all m, because taking inverse limits commutes with taking �Ln
-invariants.

We will do this by showing that if x 2 .A y̋ LCdR=t
m/˝A˝QpLnŒŒt�� DLn;C

dif .V /

and the �Ln
-orbit of x generates a finite A˝Qp

LnŒŒt ��=t
m-module, then x actually

lives in
S
n0�nLn0 ˝Ln

DLn;C
dif .V /=tm. For then if x is �Ln

-fixed, it lives in
Ln0 ˝Ln

DLn;C
dif .V /=tm for some n0 � n. Since .Ln0 ˝Ln

DLn;C
dif .V /=tm/�Ln D

DLn;C
dif .V /=tm, we conclude that x 2 DLn;C

dif .V /=tm.
We proceed by induction onm. We first considermD1. Then we considering ele-

ments of .A y̋ yL1/˝DLn

Sen.V / whose �Ln
-orbits generate finiteA˝Qp

Ln-modules.
But such elements actually live in

S
n0�nLn0 ˝Ln

DLn

Sen.V /, by Lemma 4.2.7.
Now we assume the result for m, and we consider the exact sequence

0 �! tm.LCdR=t
mC1/ y̋LnŒŒt�� DLn;C

dif .V / �! .LCdR=t
mC1/ y̋LnŒŒt�� DLn;C

dif .V /

�! .LCdR=t
m/ y̋LnŒŒt�� DLn;C

dif .V / �! 0:

If the �Ln
-orbit of c 2 .LCdR=t

mC1/ y̋LnŒŒt��D
Ln;C
dif .V / generates a finite A˝Qp

Ln-
module, then its image c in .LCdR=t

m/ y̋LnŒŒt�� DLn;C
dif .V / does as well. By the

inductive hypothesis, c 2
S
n0�nLn0 ˝Ln

.DLn;C
dif .V /=tm/. We may choose Oc 2S

n0�nLn0 ˝Ln
.DLn;C

dif .V /=tmC1/ lifting c, so that the �Ln
-orbit of c � Oc still

generates a finite A˝Qp
Ln-module. Then c � Oc is an element of

tm.LCdR=t
mC1/ y̋LnŒŒt�� DLn;C

dif .V /;

which is isomorphic to tm � .LCdR=t/ y̋LnŒŒt�� DLn;C
dif .V / as a �Ln

-representation.
But the mD 1 case applies to this latter space, so we are done. �

We can similarly relate DKcris.V / and DKst .V / to the family of .'; �/-modules
D
�
rig;K.V /, following [Berger 2002]:
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Theorem 4.2.9. Let V be a family of representations of GalK . Then DKcris.V / D

.D
�
rig;K.V /Œ1=t �/

�K and DKst .V / D .D
�
log;K.V /Œ1=t �/

�K . The first equality is as
subsheaves of zB�

rig˝OX
V and the second is as subsheaves of zB�

log˝OX
V .

We will need a number of preparatory results. Throughout the proofs of these
results, we will use freely the fact that if A is a Qp-Banach algebra, then A is
potentially orthonormalizable in the sense of [Buzzard 2007]. This follows from
[Schneider 2002, Proposition 10.1] since Qp is discretely valued. This has the
consequence that injections of Fréchet spaces are preserved under completed tensor
products with A over Qp.

Lemma 4.2.10. Let A be an orthonormalizable Qp-Banach algebra, and let A be
its unit ball. Let h be a positive integer. Then

1\
kD0

p�hk.A y̋ zA�;p
�ks/DA y̋ zAC and

1\
kD0

p�hk.A y̋ zA�;p
�ks

rig /�A y̋ zB
C

rig:

Proof. This is an A-linear analogue of [Berger 2002, Lemme 3.1]. We prove the first
assertion here; with this in place, the proof of the second carries over verbatim from
[Berger 2002]. Note that the first assertion is an equality of topological Zp-modules
inside A y̋ zB

C
, not algebras, because we do not know that there is an algebra norm

on A making it into an orthonormalizable Qp-Banach space.
Choose an orthonormal basis feigi2I ofA. Then we may compute the intersectionT1
kD0 p

�hk.A y̋ zA�;p�ks/ inside A y̋ zB �!� cI .B/. But if

x D
X
i2I

aiei 2 p
�hk.A y̋ zA�;p

�ks/

for all k, then ai 2 p�hk zA�;p
�ks for all k, implying that x 2 A y̋ zAC. �

Remark 4.2.11. The completed tensor product A y̋ zAC appearing in the first
assertion of Corollary 4.2.12 is with respect to the weak topology on zAC, not with
respect to the p-adic topology.

Corollary 4.2.12. Let A be a Qp-Banach algebra, equipped with an algebra norm
j � j, and let A be its valuation ring. Then

T1
kD0 p

�hk.A y̋ zA�;p
�ks

rig /� A y̋ zB
C

rig.

Proof. By [Schneider 2002, Proposition 10.1], there is an equivalent norm j � j0

on A with respect to which A is orthonormalizable; let A 0 be the unit ball with
respect to j � j0. Then there exists a constant c � 0 such that pcA � A 0, so
that

T1
kD0 p

cp�hk.A y̋ zA�;p
�ks

rig / � A y̋ zB
C

rig. But p is invertible in zB
C

rig, soT1
kD0 p

�hk.A y̋ zA�;p
�ks

rig /� A y̋ zB
C

rig. �

As in [Berger 2002], “Frobenius regularization” follows immediately from
Corollary 4.2.12.
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Proposition 4.2.13 [Berger 2002, Proposition 3.2]. Let d1, d2, and h be three
positive integers, and letM 2Matd2�d1

.A y̋ zB
�

log/ be a matrix. Suppose there exists
P 2 GLd1

.A˝Qp
F / such that M D '�h.M/P . Then M 2Matd2�d1

.A y̋ zB
C

log/.

Corollary 4.2.14. Let d be a positive integer, and letM 2GLd .A y̋ zB
�

logŒt �/ be an
invertible matrix. Suppose there exists P 2GLd .A˝Qp

F / such thatM D '.M/P .
Then M 2 GLd .A y̋ zB

C

logŒ1=t �/.

Remark 4.2.15. Proposition 4.2.13 is stated and proved in [Berger 2002] for hD 1.
However, the proof carries over verbatim for h > 1.

Proposition 4.2.16. Let A be a discretely valued Qp-Banach field with perfect
residue field, and let V be an A-vector space of dimension d equipped with a
continuous A-linear action of GalK . Then the natural map

..A y̋ BCst /˝A V /
GalK ! ..A y̋ zB

�

log/˝A V /
GalK

is an isomorphism.

Proof. Recall that, for n� 0, there is an injection in W zB
�;sn
log ! BCdR, where sn D

pns0 D p
n�1.p� 1/. Then in yields an injection

..A y̋ zB
�;sn
log /˝A V /

GalK ! DKdR.V /:

Note that V admits a free GalK-stable A -submodule of rank d ; under these hypothe-
ses, we will show (in a noncircular way) in Proposition 4.3.2 that DKdR.V / is a finite
A˝Qp

K-module. Therefore, ..A y̋ zB
�;sn
log /˝AV /

GalK is a finite A˝Qp
K0-module.

Further, we claim that there is some sn such that

..A y̋ zB
�;sn
log /˝A V /

GalK D ..A y̋ zB
�

log/˝A V /
GalK :

Indeed, A˝Qp
K0 Š

Q
i Ai , where the Ai are a finite collection of Qp-Banach

fields which are finite extensions of A (and isomorphic to each other, because
K0=Qp is Galois), so that DKdR.V /Š

L
i .Ai ˝K0

K/˚di for some integers di � 0.
It follows that ..A y̋ zB

�;sn
log /˝A V /

GalK is an A-vector space of dimension at mostP
i di ŒK W K0� dimAAi for any n, so the same is true of ..A y̋ zB

�

log/˝A V /
GalK .

Therefore,

..A y̋ zB
�

log/˝A V /
GalK WD

[
n

..A y̋ zB
�;sn
log /˝A V /

GalK

is a finite module over the noetherian ring A, so the conclusion follows.
Now, let D WD ..A y̋ zB

�

log/˝A V /
GalK , let Di WDD˝A Ai be the factor of D

overAi , let v1; : : : ; vd be anA-basis of V , and letw1; : : : ; wd 0 be anAi -basis ofDi .
Then v1; : : : ; vd is an A y̋ zB

�
-basis of .A y̋ zB

�

log/˝AV and wj 2 .A y̋ zB
�

log/˝AV ,
so there is a matrix M 2Matd�d 0.A y̋ zB

�

log/ whose j -th column is the coordinates
of wj with respect to v1; : : : ; vd . Let P 2 GLd 0.Ai / be the matrix of 'ŒK0WQp�
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with respect to w1; : : : ; wd 0 . To justify this, recall that ' W zB
�

log!
zB
�

log is a bijec-
tion, and note that ' cyclically permutes the Di so that 'ŒK0WQp� carries Di to
itself. Then MP D 'ŒK0WQp�.M/, since ' acts trivially on v1; : : : ; vd , so that
M D '�ŒK0WQp�.M/'�ŒK0WQp�.P /. Then, by Frobenius regularization, M has
coefficients in A y̋ zB

C

log � A y̋
zB
C

st , so we are done. �

Remark 4.2.17. The conclusion of Proposition 4.2.16 is used in the proof of
[Berger and Colmez 2008, Proposition 6.2.4]. Since the proof requires some minor
adjustments when A is not Qp-finite, we have written out the details here.

We can deduce the same result for Galois representations with affinoid coeffi-
cients, generalizing [Berger 2002]:

Corollary 4.2.18. Let A be an E-affinoid algebra, and let V be a finite free A-
module of rank d equipped with a continuous action of GalK . Then the natural map

..A y̋ BCst /˝A V /
GalK ! ..A y̋ zB

�

log/˝A V /
GalK

is an isomorphism.

Proof. Let A!RD
Q
i Ri be a closed embedding into a finite product of Artin

rings, with Ri a finite-dimensional vector space over a complete discretely valued
field Bi with perfect residue field; this is possible by Lemma 2.1.2. Then we have
an exact sequence of Qp-Banach spaces 0 �! V �! VR �! VR=V �! 0. Since
Qp is discretely valued, this exact sequence admits a continuous Qp-linear splitting,
and we have a commutative diagram of Fréchet spaces

0 ��! .A y̋Qp
zB
�

log/˝A V ��! .R y̋Qp
zB
�

log/˝R VR ��!
zB
�

log y̋Qp .VR=V / ��! 0x?? x?? x??
0 ��! .A y̋Qp

zB
C

st /˝A V ��! .R y̋Qp
zB
C

st /˝R VR ��!
zB
C

st y̋Qp .VR=V / ��! 0

where the rows are exact and the vertical maps are injections. Moreover, the maps
are GalK-equivariant, so we have a commutative diagram of Banach spaces

0 ���! .zB
�

log y̋Qp V /
GalK ���! .zB

�

log y̋Qp VR/
GalK ���! .zB

�

log y̋Qp .VR=V //
GalKx?? x?? x??

0 ���! .zB
C

st y̋Qp V /
GalK ���! .zB

C

st y̋Qp VR/
GalK ���! .zB

C

st y̋Qp .VR=V //
GalK

where the rows are still exact and the vertical maps are still injections. For each
idempotent factorRi ofR, we can view VRi

as a finite-dimensional Bi -vector space
and apply Proposition 4.2.16; we see that the inclusion ..R y̋ zB

C

st /˝R VR/
GalK �

..R y̋ zB
�

log/˝R VR/
GalK is an equality. Then a diagram chase shows that the

inclusion ..A y̋ zB
C

st /˝A V /
GalK � ..A y̋ zB

�

log/˝A V /
GalK is also an equality. �
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We now define

D�;slog;K.V / WD .A
y̋ B�;slog;K/˝A y̋ B�;s

rig;K
D�;srig;K.V /; D�log;K.V / WD

[
s

D�;srig;K.V /;

as well as

zD
�;s

log;K.V / WD .A y̋
zB
�;s

log;K/˝A y̋ B�;s
log;K

D�;slog;K.V /;
zD
�

log;K.V / WD
[
s

zD
�;s

log;K.V /:

Proposition 4.2.19. Let A be a noetherian Qp-Banach algebra with valuation
ring A , and let V be a finite free A-module of rank d equipped with a continuous
A-linear action of GalK such that V admits a free GalK-stable A -submodule of
rank d . Then the natural map

.D�log;K.V /Œ1=t �/
�K ! ..A y̋ zB

�

log/Œ1=t �˝A V /
GalK

is an isomorphism.

Proof. It suffices to prove this with K replaced by a finite extension, so we may
assume D�log;K.V / is free. After twisting V by some power of the cyclotomic char-
acter, we may assume that .D�log;K.V /Œ1=t �/

�K D .D�log;K.V //
�K , and consider

only the map
.D�log;K.V //

�K ! ..A y̋ zB
�

log;K/˝A V /
GalK :

Furthermore, we observe that

..A y̋ zB
�

log/˝A V /
HK D .A y̋ zB

�

log;K/˝A y̋ B�
log;K

D�log;K.V /

D zD
�

log;K.V /:

Since .zD
�

log;K.V //
�K and .D�log;K.V //

�K are finite modules over the noetherian
Banach algebra A˝Qp

K0, we see that .D�log;K.V //
�K is a closed submodule of

.zD
�

log;K.V //
�K , by [Bosch et al. 1984, Proposition 3.7.3/1]. Thus, it suffices to

show that .D�log;K.V //
�K is dense in .zD

�

log;K.V //
�K .

We will actually do something slightly different. For s� 0 and any integer
k � 0, we consider theA y̋ '�k.B�;p

ks
log;K /-submodule '�k.D�;p

ks
log;K .V //�

zD
�;s

log;K.V /.
Since .zD

�;s

log;K.V //
�K is a finite A-module, it follows that

�
'�k.D�;p

ks
log;K .V //

��K is
a closed submodule of .zD

�;s

log;K.V //
�K .

We claim that
S
k

�
'�k.D�;p

ks
log;K .V //

��K
D .zD

�;s

log;K.V //
�K . If we choose a basis

v1; : : : ; vd of D�;slog;K.V /, then, for any �K-fixed element m 2 zD
�;s

log;K.V /, we may
write mD a1v1C � � �C advd . Recall that there are �K-equivariant maps

Rk W zB
�;s

rig;K! '�k.B�;p
ks

rig;K /
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which are sections to the inclusions '�k.B�;p
ks

rig;K /� zB
�;s

rig;K and extend to maps

Rk W zB
�;s

log;K ! '�k.B�;p
ks

log;K /:

For each k, let mk D Rk.m/ D Rk.a1/v1 C � � � C Rk.ad /vd . Then mk is a
�K-fixed element of '�k .D�;p

ks
log;K .V //, because Rk is �K-equivariant. Since

limk!1Rk.a/ D a for any a 2 zB
�;s

log;K , it follows that limk!1mk D m. Thus,S
k

�
'�k.D�;p

ks
log;K .V //

��K is dense in .zD
�;s

log;K.V //
�K . Equality follows, since it is

also closed in .zD
�;s

log;K.V //
�K (as it is a submodule of a finite module over a

noetherian Banach algebra).
Next, we note that

'kC1
�
'�k.D�;p

ks
log;K .V //

�
� '.D�;p

ks
log;K .V //� D�;p

kC1s
log;K .V /:

This implies that
�
'�k.D�;p

ks
log;K .V //

��K
�
�
'�.kC1/.D�;p

kC1s
log;K .V //

��K , and there-
fore that .zD

�;s

log;K.V //
�K D

S
k

�
'�k.D�;p

ks
log;K .V //

��K is a rising union. Since
.zD
�;s

log;K.V //
�K is A-finite, there is some k such that

�
'�k.D�;p

ks
log;K .V //

��K is
equal to .zD

�;s

log;K.V //
�K .

But we have A-linear isomorphisms

'k W
�
'�k.D�;p

ks
log;K .V //

��K
! .D�;p

ks
log;K .V //

�K and 'k W zD
�;s

log;K.V /�!
� zD

�;pks

log;K .V /;

so we conclude that .D�;p
ks

log;K .V //
�KD.zD

�;pks

log;K .V //
�K , as desired. �

Now we can prove Theorem 4.2.9:

Proof of Theorem 4.2.9. We may assume that X D Sp.A/ for some E-affinoid
algebra A, and that V WD V .A/ is A-free of rank d and admits a GalK-stable
integral lattice. Then DKst .V / D .Dlog;K.V /Œ1=t �/

�K by Corollary 4.2.18 and
Proposition 4.2.19. Since

Dcris.V /D Dst.V /
ND0 and Drig;K.V /D Dlog;K.V /

ND0;

it follows that DKcris.V /D .Drig;K.V /Œ1=t �/
�K . �

4.3. Properties of DB�
.V /. Now we can combine Theorems 4.2.5 and 4.2.8 with

“cohomology and base change” to deduce various useful properties of the functors
V 7! DHT.V / and V 7! DdR.V /.

Theorem 4.3.1. Let X and V be as above.

(1) DKHT.V / and DKdR.V / are coherent sheaves of OX ˝Qp
K-modules. More

generally, their formation commutes with flat base change on X .
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(2) DKHT.V / and DKdR.V / take values in the categories of graded coherent sheaves
and filtered coherent sheaves, respectively. If V is BHT-admissible, then
DKHT.V / is a graded vector bundle over OX˝Qp

K, and, if V is BdR-admissible,
then DKHT.V / is a filtered vector bundle over OX ˝Qp

K.

As before, we reduce immediately to the case whenXDSp.A/ and V WD�.X;V /
is a free A-linear representation of GalK which admits a free GalK-stable A -lattice
V0 of rank d .

Proposition 4.3.2. Let A be a noetherian Qp-Banach algebra with valuation
ring A , let V0 be a free A -module of rank d equipped with a continuous A -
linear action of GalK , and let V WD V0Œ1=p�. Then DKHT.V / and DKdR.V / are finite
A˝Qp

K-modules.

Proof. Recall that

DKHT.V /D
M
i2Z

.DKSen.V / � t
i /�K :

Now .DKSen.V / � t
i /�K D .DKSen.V //

�KD�
�i

for every i 2Z, so DKHT.V /�DKSen.V /.
But DKSen.V / is a finite module over the noetherian ring A˝Qp

K, so DKHT.V / is
A-finite as well.

Moreover, we observe that the summands of DKHT.V / have pairwise trivial
intersection. Therefore, only finitely many of them are nonzero.

To see that DKdR.V / is finite over A˝Qp
K, we observe that

gr�DKdR.V / ,! .gr�..A y̋ BdR/˝A V //
GalK D DKHT.V /:

In fact, we claim that there exist integers i0; i1 such that FiliDKdR.V /DFili0 DKdR.V /

for all i � i0 and FiliDKdR.V /D Fili1 DKdR.V /D 0 for all i � i1. Indeed,

griDKdR.V / ,! .gri ..A y̋ BdR/˝A V //
GalK D .DKSen.V / � t

i /GalK :

But the rightmost term is one of the summands of DKHT.V /, and only finitely many
such summands are nonzero. Therefore, griDKdR.V /D 0 for i � 0 and i � 0, and
DKdR.V / is A˝Qp

K-finite. �

Definition 4.3.3. The Hodge–Tate weights of V are those integers i such that

.DKSen.V / � t
i /GalK ¤ 0:

Remark 4.3.4. This is a slight departure from the traditional definition of Hodge–
Tate weights, which are usually only defined for representations which are Hodge–
Tate. However, we will find this abuse of terminology convenient.
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Proposition 4.3.5. Let V be a freeA-module of rank d , equipped with a continuous,
A-linear action of GK . Then H1

�
�K ;

L
k2Z t

kDSen.V /
�

and H1.�K ;Ddif.V // are
A-finite if and only if there is a bounded interval Œa; b� containing all the Hodge–Tate
weights of the fibral representations.

Proof. We first reduce to the case where �K is procyclic. In general, �K Š��� 0K ,
where� is a finite abelian group and � 0K is procyclic. The statement about the fibral
Hodge–Tate weights can be checked after restriction to a finite-index subgroup
of �K , and, in particular, after restriction to � 0K . On the other hand, taking �-
invariants on Qp-vector spaces is an exact functor, so H1

�
� 0K ;

L
k2Z t

kDSen.V /
�
D

H1
�
�K ;

L
k2Z t

kDSen.V /
�� and H1.� 0K ;Ddif.V // D H1.�K ;Ddif.V //

�. It fol-
lows that we can also check the finiteness of H1

�
�K ;

L
k2Z t

kDSen.V /
�

and
H1.�K ;Ddif.V // after restriction to � 0K . We may therefore assume that �K is
torsion-free, and apply the results of Section 3.

The statement is clear for H1
�
�K ;

L
k2Z t

kDSen.V /
�
.

Suppose first that the fibral Hodge–Tate weights are contained in an interval
Œa; b�. The natural map

H1.�K ;DCdif.V /=t
kC1/! H1.�K ;DCdif.V /=t

k/

is a surjection for all k � 0, and its kernel is surjected onto by H1.�K ; tkDSen.V //.
But the formation of H1.�K ; tkDSen.V // commutes with arbitrary base change
on A, so the hypothesis on the fibral Hodge–Tate weights implies that, if k > b,
H1.�K ; tkDSen.V // is trivial when reduced modulo any power of any maximal
ideal of A. Therefore, H1.�K ; tkDSen.V // is itself trivial, and H1.�K ;DCdif.V //Š

H1.�K ;DCdif.V /=t
max f0;bgC1/, which is A-finite. This implies that, for any k � 0,

H1.�K ; t�kDCdif.V //Š H1.�K ; t�kDCdif.V /=t
max f0;bgC1/

is A-finite, as well. Further, the proof of Corollary 3.2.3(3) shows that, for any
k 2 Z, the cokernel of the natural map

H1.�K ; t�kDCdif.V //! H1.�K ; t�.kC1/DCdif.V //

is H1.�K ; t�.kC1/DSen.V //. But the hypothesis on the fibral Hodge–Tate weights
implies that this is 0 for k � �a, so H1.�K ;Ddif.V // is A-finite.

Conversely, suppose that H1.�K ;Ddif.V // is A-finite. We need to show that
H1.�K ; tk � DSen.V // D 0 for k � 0 and k � 0. By Corollary 3.2.3(3), there
exist integers N0; N 00 such that, for k � N0 or k � N 00, the transition maps
H1.�K ; tkC1DCdif.V //! H1.�K ; tkDCdif.V // are injective. These transition maps
moreover always have A-finite kernels and cokernels. Since A is noetherian, this
implies that H1.�K ; tkDCdif.V // is finite for all k 2 Z.
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Let x2Sp.A/ and let �.x/ denote the residue field ofA at x. By Proposition 3.2.1,

H1.�K ; tkDCdif.V //˝A �.x/Š H1.�K ; tkDCdif.V / y̋A �.x//

for all k � 0; it follows that there is some N1;x � 0 such that, for all k � 0,
H1.�K ; tkDCdif.V //˝A�.x/D0. Since H1.�K ; tkDCdif.V // is a finiteA-module for
all k, there is some Zariski-open Ux � Sp.A/ such that H1.�K ; tkDCdif.V //jUx

D 0

for all k�N1;x . Since SpecA is quasicompact, it follows that there is someN1� 0

such that H1.�K ; tkDCdif.V //D 0 for all k � N1. Thus, H1.�K ; tkDSen.V //D 0

for k �N1.
Finally, the finiteness of H1.�K ;Ddif.V // implies that there exists N 01 2 Z such

that the transition map H1.�K ; tkC1DCdif.V //!H1.�K ; tkDCdif.V // has vanishing
cokernel for k � N 00. But this cokernel is H1.�K ; tkDSen.V //, so it follows that
the fibral Hodge–Tate weights are bounded. �

Now we can deduce that DKcris.V / and DKst .V / are finite modules, as well:

Corollary 4.3.6. DKcris.V / and DKst .V / are finite A˝Qp
K0-modules.

Proof. Recall that there is an injection Bmax! BdR. Since A is a Banach space over
the discretely valued field Qp (and therefore potentially orthonormalizable), this
extends to an injection A y̋ Bmax ,! A y̋ BdR. It follows that DKcris.V / ,! DKdR.V /

and DKcris.V / is A-finite.
Similarly, Bst can be injected into BdR (although this depends on a choice of

p-adic logarithm), so DKst .V / ,! DKdR.V /. Thus, DKst .V / is A-finite. �

Note that DKcris.V / and DKst .V / are equipped with semilinear actions of Frobenius
' (over 1˝' on A˝Qp

K0) coming from the coefficients, and DKst .V / has a mon-
odromy operator N coming from the coefficients and satisfying N ı' D p' ıN .

We turn to base change properties of the functors DB�.V /:

Proposition 4.3.7. Let f W A! A0 be a flat morphism of E-affinoid algebras.

(1) A0˝A DKHT.V / �!
� DKHT.V ˝AA

0/.

(2) A0˝A DKdR.V / �!
� DKdR.V ˝AA

0/.

It follows that U 7! DKHT.VU / and U 7! DKdR.VU / are coherent sheaves on Sp.A/.

Proof. (1) This follows by noting that DLn

HT .V /D lim
��!h!1

�Lh
kD�h t

kDLn

Sen.V /
��Ln

and the formation of
�Lh

kD�h t
kDLn

Sen.V /
��Ln commutes with flat base change,

by Theorem 3.1.1. We are done, since DLn

HT .V /D Ln˝K DKHT.V /.

(2) We apply Proposition 3.2.2 to M D DLn;C
dif to see that

DLn;C
dR .V /D .DLn;C

dif .V /=tN /�LnD1
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for some N � 0. Similarly, DLn;C
dR .V ˝A A

0/ D .DLn;C
dif .V ˝A A

0/=tN
0

/�LnD1.
Since the DLn;C

dif .V /=tk are finite A-modules,

DLn;C
dR .V ˝AA

0/D H0.�Ln
;DLn;C

dif .V ˝AA
0/=tmaxfN;N 0g/

D H0.�Ln
;DLn;C

dif .V /=tmaxfN;N 0g/˝AA
0
D DLn;C

dR .V /˝AA
0;

where the second equality again follows from Theorem 3.1.1. �

Conjecture 4.3.8. The formation of DKcris.V / and DKst .V / commutes with flat base
change on A.

Remark 4.3.9. Conjecture 4.3.8 does not follow automatically from Theorem 3.1.1,
because the .'; �/-module D�rig;K.V / is notA-finite. It is also difficult, in general, to
verify this conjecture for particular examples of families of Galois representations.

However, life is considerably better when considering a trianguline family,
because one can compute with rank-1 families. Triangulation results for certain
families of Galois representations arising from eigenvarieties are proved in [Hell-
mann 2012; Kedlaya et al. 2014; Liu 2014]. In particular, Kedlaya, Pottharst, and
Xiao [Kedlaya et al. 2014, Theorem 6.3.9] show that if V is the family of Galois
representations on the normalizationX of the eigencurve, then away from the image
of the �k�1-map, the associated family D

�
rig.V / has a global triangulation

0 �! D1 �! D
�
rig.V / �! D2 �! 0:

Here the Di D RX .ıi / ˝X Li are rank-1 families of .'; �/-modules over X .
We have used the notation of [Kedlaya et al. 2014]: ıi W Q�p ! �.X;O�X / are
continuous characters, RX .ıi / is the free rank-1 .'; �Qp

/-module with basis e such
that '.e/D ı.p/e and .e/D ı.�.//e for  2 �Qp

, and Li are line bundles on
X with no action of ' or �Qp

.
In this case, ı1jZ�p is trivial, while ı2jZ�p is the weight-nebentypus character. As

a result, for any affinoid U �X which trivializes L2, we have D2.U /Œ1=t �
�Qp D 0

and so, by Theorem 4.2.9,

Dcris.V /.U /D D1.U /Œ1=t �
�Qp :

Moreover, by construction,

D1.U /Œ1=t �
�Qp D D1.U /Œ1=t �

'Dı.p/;�QpD1 D Dcris.V /.U /
'Dı.p/:

It follows from [Kedlaya et al. 2014] or [Liu 2014] that Dcris.V /
'Dı.p/ is a coherent

OX -module, and hence so is Dcris.V /. This is a very natural example of a family V

of Galois representations such that Dcris.V / is a coherent sheaf.
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5. B�-admissible loci

5.1. Overview. In this section, we fix a family V of rank-d representations of GalK
over an E-analytic space X , and we study the loci on X where V is B�-admissible
for various period rings B�. We have the following theorem:

Theorem 5.1.1. LetX and V be as above, and let �2 fHT; dR; st; crisg. Then there
is a closed subspaceX Œa;b�B� ,!X such that for anyE-finite Artin local ringB , a map
x W Sp.B/! X factors through X Œa;b�B� if and only if the induced B-linear Galois
representation Vx is B�-admissible with Hodge–Tate weights in the interval Œa; b�.

If the family V is B�-admissible, then certainly for every morphism f WX 0!X

the base change f �V is B�-admissible. We prove a converse theorem in two parts:

Theorem 5.1.2. Let X and V be as above, and let � 2 fHT; dR; st; crisg. Suppose
that Vx is B�-admissible with Hodge–Tate weights in the interval Œa; b� for every
morphism x W Sp.B/!X , where B is an E-finite Artin local ring.

(1) The sheaf DKB�.V / is a sheaf of projective OX ˝Qp
BGalK
� -modules of rank d .

(2) The formation of DKB�.V / commutes with arbitrary base change on X .

In each case, we then use the base change property to finish proving that V is a
B�-admissible family of Galois representations:

Theorem 5.1.3. Let X and V be as above, and let � 2 fHT; dR; st; crisg. Suppose
that Vx is B�-admissible with Hodge–Tate weights in the interval Œa; b� for every
morphism x W Sp.B/!X , where B is an E-finite Artin local ring. Then the natural
map BX;�˝OX˝BGalK

�

DKB�.V /!BX;�˝OX
V is an isomorphism.

Remark 5.1.4. We do not know whether assuming that DKB�.V / is a sheaf of
projective OX ˝Qp

BGalK
� -modules of rank d implies that the formation of DKB�.V /

commutes with base change. This is why our definition of B�-admissibility of a
family includes the condition that BX;�˝OX˝BGalK

�

DKB�.V /!BX;�˝OX
V is an

isomorphism.
If the natural base change morphism B˝OX

DKB�.V /! DKB�.V ˝OX
B/ were

injective for all morphisms Sp.B/! X , with B an E-finite Artin local ring, we
could deduce that V is B�-admissible. However, the low-degree exact sequence
in Corollary 3.1.3 shows that there is an obstruction to such injectivity when
� 2 fHT; dRg, at least a priori.

When B� D BHT or BdR, we can prove finer results. Fix an interval Œa; b�,
and define

D
Œa;b�
HT .V / WD

��
OX ˝Qp

bM
iDa

CK � t i
�
˝OX

V

�GalK
;

D
Œa;b�
dR .V / WD ..OX ˝Qp

taBdR=t
b/˝OX

V /GalK :
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We think of these coherent sheaves as sheaves of “periods in Hodge–Tate weight
Œa; b�”. Fix an integer 0� d 0 � d .

Definition 5.1.5. A morphism f WX!X 0 is a Zariski-locally closed immersion if
there is a Zariski-open subspaceU �X 0 such that f factors through a Zariski-closed
immersion X ,! U .

Theorem 5.1.6. LetX and V be as above, and let �2 fHT; dRg. There is a Zariski-
locally closed immersion X Œa;b�B�;d 0

,! X such that x W Sp.B/! X factors through
X
Œa;b�

B�;d 0
if and only if D

Œa;b�
B� .Vx/ is a free B˝Qp

K-module of rank d 0, where B is an
E-finite Artin local ring and VB WD V ˝AB . In fact, X Œa;b�B�;d 0

DX
Œa;b�

B�;�d 0
\X

Œa;b�

B�;�d 0
,

where X Œa;b�B�;�d 0
�X is Zariski-open and X Œa;b�B�;�d 0

,!X is Zariski-closed.

In fact, the X Œa;b�B�;d 0
give a stratification of X , in the sense that X Œa;b�B�;�d 0�1

D

X
Œa;b�

B�;�d 0
nX

Œa;b�

B�;d 0
and X DX Œa;b�B�;�d

.

Theorem 5.1.7. Let X and V be as above, and let � 2 fHT; dRg. Suppose that for
every E-finite artinian point x WA!B , the B˝Qp

K-module D
Œa;b�
B� .Vx/ is free of

rank d 0, where 0� d 0 � d .

(1) D
Œa;b�
B� .V / is a rank-d 0 locally free OX˝Qp

K-module, and the .tk �DKn

Sen .V //
�K

are locally free OX ˝Qp
K-modules.

(2) The formation of D
Œa;b�
B� .V / commutes with arbitrary base changef WX 0!X .

If d 0 D d , then:

(3) DB�.V /D D
Œa;b�
B� .V /.

(4) The natural morphism

˛V WB�˝OX˝QpK
DKB�.V /!B�˝OX

V

is an isomorphism.

Before we begin proving Theorems 5.1.1, 5.1.2, and 5.1.3 and their refinements,
we discuss some consequences.

First of all, the subspaces X Œa;b�B� ,!X have strong functorial properties:

Corollary 5.1.8. Let X and V be as above, and let f WX 0!X be a morphism of
rigid analytic spaces.

(1) f factors throughX Œa;b�B� if and only if f �V is B�-admissible with Hodge–Tate
weights in the interval Œa; b�.

(2) The subspace X 0Œa;b�B� ,!X 0 is induced via base change from X
Œa;b�
B� ,!X .

Proof. (1) By Theorems 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, f �V is B�-admissible with Hodge–Tate
weights in the interval Œa; b� if and only if x�f �V is B�-admissible with Hodge–
Tate weights in the interval Œa; b� for everyE-finite Artin local point x WSp.B/!X 0.
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We may assume that X and X 0 are affinoid, with X D Sp.A/ and X 0 D Sp.A0/ for
E-affinoid algebras A and A0.

Suppose that VA0 is B�-admissible with Hodge–Tate weights in Œa; b�. Then,
for every maximal ideal m0 � A0 and every integer n � 0, the composition A!
A0! A0=m0n factors through AŒa;b�B� . In other words, if x 2 ker.A� A

Œa;b�
B� /, then

f .x/ 2m0n for all m0 and all n. Since
T
n;m0 m

0n D 0, we see that f .x/D 0.
Suppose conversely that f factors through A�A

Œa;b�
B� , and consider an E-finite

artinian point x W A0! B 0. By assumption, the composition A! A0! B 0 factors
through A� A

Œa;b�
B� , so the induced representation VB 0 is B�-admissible with

Hodge–Tate weights in Œa; b�. Thus, VA0 is Hodge–Tate.

(2) This follows from the first part, and from the universal property of fiber products
of rigid analytic spaces. �

Similarly, if �2fHT; dRg, the subspacesX Œa;b�B�;d 0
are functorial for any 0�d 0�d :

Corollary 5.1.9. Let X and V be as above, and let f WX 0!X be a morphism of
rigid analytic spaces.

(1) f factors throughX Œa;b�B�;d 0
if and only if D

Œa;b�
B� .f �V / is a locally free OX˝Qp

K-
module of rank d 0.

(2) The subspace X 0Œa;b�B�;d 0
,!X 0 is induced via base change from X

Œa;b�

B�;d 0
,!X .

The proof proceeds identically to the proof of Corollary 5.1.8.
We can also refine our conclusions about the structure of DKB�.V /.

Corollary 5.1.10. Let V be a family of Galois representations such that, for any
E-finite artinian point x W Sp.B/ ! X , the specialization Vx is B�-admissible.
Then the vector bundle DKB�.V / is X -locally free.

Remark 5.1.11. The hypothesis on V is phrased in terms of a pointwise condition
because this corollary is used in the proof of Theorem 5.1.3 when � 2 fst; crisg.

Proof. It suffices to show that, for any point x 2X , the completed stalk DKB�.V /
^
x

is a free O^X;x ˝Qp
BGalK
� -module. Since V is assumed to be B�-admissible, the

formation of DKB�.V / commutes with arbitrary base change on X , and hence

DKB�.V /
^
x D lim

 ��
n

DKB�.V ˝OX
OX;x=m

n
x/:

But DKB�.V ˝OX
OX;x=m

n
x/ is a free OX;x=m

n
x˝Qp

BGalK
� -module of rank d , again

by the B�-admissibility of V , and the transition maps are simply reduction modulo
mnx . Therefore, DKB�.V /

^
x is O^X;x˝Qp

BGalK
� -free of rank d , as desired. �

If V is Hodge–Tate (resp. de Rham), the graded pieces griDKHT.V / (resp. the
submodules FiliDKdR.V /) need not be X-locally free as OX ˝Qp

K-modules; an
example is given in [Breuil and Mézard 2002, Remarque 3.1.1.4]. However, we
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can use Theorem 5.1.1 to cut out the locus where DdR.V / is filtered by subbundles
and has specified Hodge polygon.

Definition 5.1.12. Let A be an E-affinoid algebra, and let D be an A-locally free
A˝Qp

K-module equipped with a separated exhaustive decreasing filtration Fil�D
by A-locally free subbundles. Let fi0 < i2 < � � � < ikg be the distinct i such that
gri .D/¤ 0. The Hodge polygon �D of D is the convex polygon in the plane with
leftmost endpoint .0; 0/ and rkA˝QpK

grij .D/ segments of horizontal distance 1
and slope ij for 0� j � k. The Hodge number tH of D is the y-coordinate of the
rightmost point of �D , i.e.,

P
j ij � rkA˝QpK

grij .D/.

Corollary 5.1.13. Let V be a rank-d family of GalK-representations, and let � be
a convex polygon in the plane with leftmost endpoint .0; 0/ and rightmost endpoint
.d; tH / for some tH 2Z. Then there is a closed immersion X�B� ,!X such that, for
anyE-finite Artin local ringB , a map Sp.B/!X factors throughX�B� if and only if
the induced B-linear Galois representation VB is B�-admissible and the Hodge
polygon of DdR.VB/ is�. In fact,X�B� is a union of connected components ofX Œa;b�B� ,
where aD i0 and bD ik . If X DX�B� , then the Hodge polygon of DdR.V / is �.

Proof. We may assume that X D X Œa;b�B� . For each i 2 Œa; b�, we have an exact
sequence of vector bundles

0 �! FiliC1DdR.V / �! FiliDdR.V / �! griDdR.V / �! 0:

These vector bundles have locally constant rank on X (though not necessarily
globally constant rank), and their formations commute with base change on X , by
Theorem 5.1.2, so we take the union of the connected components where griDdR.V /

has the correct dimension. �

We can also stratify the spaces X Œa;b�BdR;d 0
by the Hodge polygon, although we do

not get a decomposition into connected components, because we have no a priori
interpretation of the graded pieces of DdR.V / when V is not de Rham.

Corollary 5.1.14. Let V be a rank-d family of GalK-representations, let d 0 be
an integer 0 � d 0 � d , and let � be a convex polygon in the plane with leftmost
endpoint .0; 0/ and rightmost endpoint .d 0; tH / for some tH 2 Z. Then there is
a Zariski-locally closed immersion X�dR ,! X such that, for any E-finite Artin
local ring B , a map Sp.B/!X factors throughX�dR if and only if FiliDŒa;b�dR .VB/ is
projective for all i and DŒa;b�dR .VB/ has Hodge polygon �, where aD i0 and bD ik .
If X DX�dR, then the Hodge polygon of D

Œa;b�
dR .V / is �.

Proof. Let cj be the x-coordinate of the right endpoint of the j -th segment of �
(where we count segments starting with 0), and, for ij < i � ijC1, let di D

Pk
`Dj c`.

Then we are looking for the locus of E-finite Artin points x W Sp.B/!X where for
all a� i � b, if ij < i � ijC1 then DŒi;b�dR .VB/ is a free B˝Qp

K-module of rank i .
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We use Theorem 5.1.6 to construct the desired locus. Indeed, for every i 2 Œa; b�,
Theorem 5.1.6 gives us a Zariski-open subspace X Œi;b�BdR;�di

and a Zariski-closed
subspace X Œi;b�BdR;�di

such that the intersection

X
Œi;b�

BdR;di
WDX

Œi;b�

BdR;�di
\X

Œi;b�

BdR;�di

represents the condition “DŒi;b�dR .VB/ is free of rank di”. Then we put

X�dR WD

� \
i2Œa;b�

X
Œi;b�

BdR;�di

�
\

� \
i2Œa;b�

X
Œi;b�

BdR;�di

�
:

The second claim follows similarly, by repeated application of Theorem 5.1.7. �
Remark 5.1.15. It is possible to define an ordering on Hodge polygons so that the
spaces X�dR yield a Zariski-stratification of X Œa;b�dR . This is done in [Shah 2013, §3].

We can also show that, when restricted to the category of B�-admissible repre-
sentations, the functor DKB� is well-behaved with respect to exact sequences, tensors,
and duals.

Corollary 5.1.16. (1) Let RepB�
X .GalK/ be the category of B�-admissible families

of representations of GalK over X . Then DB� W RepB�
X .GalK/! Proj

OX˝Qp BGalK
�

is exact and faithful, where Proj
OX˝Qp BGalK

�

is the category of sheaves of projective
OX ˝Qp

BGalK
� -modules, and any quotient or subrepresentation of a B-admissible

family of representations is itself B-admissible.

(2) The subcategory RepB�
X .GalK/ is stable under formation of tensor products

and duals, and the functor V 7! DKB�.V / commutes with these operations when
restricted to RepB�

X .GalK/.

(3) If B� D BHT (resp. BdR), then the grading (resp. filtration) on DKB�.V / is also
exact and tensor compatible.

Proof. These statements all follow from the corresponding statements with artinian
coefficients, because for V a B�-admissible family of representations of GalK , the
formation of DKB�.V / commutes with arbitrary base change on X . Since DKB�.V /

is a finite OX ˝Qp
BGalK
� -module, we can check isomorphisms on thickenings of

closed points of X . �

Finally, we can use the existence of the closed subspace X Œa;b�B� ,!X to deduce
B�-admissibility on a Zariski-open neighborhood of x 2X from B�-admissibility
on infinitesimal neighborhoods of x.

Corollary 5.1.17. Let V be a continuous OX -linear representation of GalK as
above, and suppose x 2X is a point such that V ˝OX

OX;x=m
n
x is B�-admissible

with Hodge–Tate weights in Œa; b� for all n� 0. Then there is a Zariski-open neigh-
borhood U of x such that V jU is B�-admissible with Hodge–Tate weights in Œa; b�.
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Proof. We may assume that X D Sp.A/ for some E-affinoid algebra A, so
that X Œa;b�B� D Sp.AŒa;b�B� / for some quotient A� A

Œa;b�
B� . The assumption on the

infinitesimal neighborhoods of x implies that the natural map A! A^mx
factors

through AŒa;b�B� . This implies that the complete local rings of A and AŒa;b�B� at
mx are the same, which in turn implies that Sp.AŒa;b�B� / contains an Zariski-open
neighborhood of x. �

Remark 5.1.18. In fact, since X Œa;b�B� is a closed subspace containing an admissible
open neighborhood of x, if X D Sp.A/ for some E-affinoid algebra A, then X Œa;b�B�
contains all irreducible components of Sp.A/ passing through x.

5.2. Hodge–Tate and de Rham loci. As above, we let X be a quasiseparated E-
analytic space and we let V be a finite locally free OX -module of rank d , equipped
with a continuous OX -linear action of GalK .

In order to construct quotients OX�O
X

Œa;b�
HT

and OX�O
X

Œa;b�
dR

for Theorem 5.1.1
for B� D BHT or BdR, we work locally on X and construct a suitable coherent
ideal sheaf. Similarly, we work locally on X to construct the Zariski-locally closed
immersions X Œa;b�HT;d0 ,!X and X Œa;b�dR;d0 ,!X required by Theorem 5.1.6.

In order to prove Theorems 5.1.2 and 5.1.7 for B� D BHT and B� D BdR, it
likewise suffices to work locally on X . Thus, we may reduce to the case where
X DSp.A/ for A an E-affinoid algebra and V WD�.X;V / is a finite free A-module
of rank d equipped with a continuous A-linear action of GalK which admits a free
GalK-stable A -lattice V0 for some formal OE -model A of A.

Before we begin, we prove a useful lemma.

Lemma 5.2.1. LetR be an Artin ring, letM be a freeR-module of rank r equipped
with an endomorphism T WM !M , and suppose that

0 �!M 0 �!M
T
��!M �!M 00 �! 0

is exact. Then M 0 is free of rank d over R if and only if M 00 is.

Proof. Since R is an Artin ring, it is semilocal. The assertions “M 0 is free of rank
d” and “M 00 is free of rank d” can each be checked by passing to local factors
of R, so we may assume that R is a local ring with maximal ideal m.

It suffices to show that for an exact sequence 0 �!M 0 �!M �!N �! 0 of
R-modules (with M free of rank r), M 0 is free of rank d if and only if N is free
of rank r � d .

If N is free of rank r �d , it is projective, so the exact sequence splits and M 0 is
free of rank d (as R is local).

Conversely, suppose that M 0 is free of rank d . We will prove that M=M 0 is free
of rank r � d by induction on d . If d D 0, there is nothing to prove. So suppose
that M 0 is free of rank d , and suppose we know the result for submodules of rank
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d � 1. Choose bases fe1; : : : ; ed g and ff1; : : : ; frg for M 0 and M , respectively,
and consider the image a1f1C � � �C arfr of e1. At least one of the ai is a unit in
R, because otherwise, by injectivity of M 0!M , the element e1 2M 0 would be
killed by annR.m/¤ 0 (which is impossible, as e1 is part of a basis of M 0). Thus,
without loss of generality, we assume that a1 is a unit. Then fe1; f2; : : : ; frg is a
basis of M , and

0 �!M 0=he1i �!M=he1i �!N �! 0

is exact, so by the inductive hypothesisN is free of rank .r�1/�.d�1/D r�d . �
5.2.1. Hodge–Tate locus. LetL=K be a finite extension such that GalL acts trivially
on V0=12pV0. Then for n� 0, DLn

Sen.V / is finite free of rank d over A˝Qp
Ln and

carries a linear action of �Ln
. If necessary, we increase n so that �Ln

is procyclic,
with topological generator  . Moreover, the formation of DLn

Sen.V / commutes with
arbitrary E-affinoid base change on A and .DLn

Sen.V //
�Ln D ..CK˝A/˝AV /GalLn .

As a consequence,

DLn

HT .V /D

�M
k

tk �DLn

Sen.V /

��LnD1

:

Recall that we have defined DK;Œa;b�HT .V / to be
�L

i2Œa;b� DLn

Sen.V / � t
i
��K .

Theorem 5.2.2. Let V be as above. Then, for every 0 � d 0 � d , there is a
Zariski-locally closed immersion X Œa;b�HT;d0 ,! X such that, for any E-finite Artin
local ring B and VB WD V ˝A B , x W Sp.B/! X factors through X Œa;b�HT;d0 if and
only if DK;Œa;b�HT .VB/ is a free B ˝Qp

K-module of rank d 0. In fact, X Œa;b�HT;d0 D

X
Œa;b�
HT;�d0 \X

Œa;b�
HT;�d0 , where X Œa;b�HT;�d0 � X is Zariski-open and X Œa;b�HT;�d0 ,! X is

Zariski-closed. If d 0 D d , there is a quotient A� A
Œa;b�
HT such that an E-finite

artinian point x W A! B factors through AŒa;b�HT if and only if VB is Hodge–Tate
with Hodge–Tate weights in the interval Œa; b�.

Proof. First, we note that because DLn

HT .V /D Ln˝DKHT.V /, it is enough consider
VB as a representation of GalLn

.
Next let M D

Lb
iDa DLn

Sen.V / � t
i . We note that H0.�Ln

;M ˝AB/ is free over
B˝Qp

Ln of rank d 0 if and only if H1.�Ln
;M ˝AB/ is, because the continuous

�Ln
-cohomology of M ˝AB is computed by the complex

0 �!M ˝AB
�1
����!M ˝AB �! 0;

and we can apply Lemma 5.2.1. Further, the formation of H1 commutes with
arbitrary base change on A, by Corollary 3.1.3. Since H1.�Ln

;M/ is a coherent
A˝Qp

Ln-module and

M ˝AB
�1
����!M ˝AB �! H1.�Ln

;M ˝AB/ �! 0
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is a finite presentation of H1.�Ln
;M ˝AB/, it follows that

M
TD�1
������!M �! H1.�Ln

;M/ �! 0

is a finite presentation of H1.�Ln
;M/.

We use the theory of Fitting ideals to cut out the locus where H1.�Ln
;M ˝AB/

is free of rank d 0 over B ˝Qp
Ln. By Proposition 20.8 of [Eisenbud 1995],

H1.�Ln
;M ˝AB/ is projective of rank d 0 over B˝Qp

Ln if and only if

Fittd 0.H
1.�Ln

;M˝AB//DB˝Qp
Ln and Fittd 0�1.H

1.�Ln
;M˝AB//D 0:

The latter is a closed condition defined by the .d 0�1/� .d 0�1/-minors of T . The
former is a Zariski-open condition defined by inverting the d 0 � d 0-minors of T .

If d 0D d , we claim the open condition can be ignored on the complement of the
zero locus of ideal generated by the .d � 1/� .d � 1/-minors of T . First, we note
that Fittd .H1.�Ln

;M ˝AB//D B˝Qp
Ln if and only if H1.�Ln

;M ˝AB/ can
be generated by d elements, by [Eisenbud 1995, Proposition 20.6]. More precisely,
B˝Qp

Ln is a semilocal ring, while that proposition applies to modules over local
rings. But H1.�Ln

;M ˝A B/ can be generated by d elements over B ˝Qp
Ln

if and only if the same is true after passing to idempotent factors of B ˝Qp
Ln.

Similarly, since the formation of Fitting ideals commutes with base change, we can
check that Fittd .H1.�Ln

;M ˝AB//D .1/ after passing to idempotent factors of
B˝Qp

Ln.
Moreover, the formation of H1.�Ln

;M˝AB/ commutes with base change on B ,
so by Nakayama’s lemma H1.�Ln

;M˝AB/ can be generated by lifts of generators
of H1.�Ln

;M˝AB=mB/. But if the Fitting ideal Fittd�1.H1.�Ln
;M˝AB=mB//

vanishes, then H1.�Ln
;M˝AB=mB/ cannot be generated by d�1 elements at any

point of B=mB ˝Qp
Ln. Therefore, the Qp-dimension of H0.�Ln

;M ˝AB=mB/

(which is the same as the Qp-dimension of H1.�Ln
;M ˝A B=mB/) is at least

d �dimQp
B �dimQp

Ln. But then the formalism of admissible representations implies
that the Qp-dimension of H0.�Ln

;M˝AB=mB/ is exactly d �dimQp
B �dimQp

Ln,
and Proposition 4.1.3 implies that H0.�Ln

;M ˝AB=mB/ is a free B=mB˝Qp
Ln-

module of rank d , so H1.�Ln
;M ˝AB=mB/ is as well, by Lemma 5.2.1. Clearly

this implies that H1.�Ln
;M ˝AB=mB/ can be generated by d elements.

Thus, the condition that VB be Hodge–Tate with Hodge–Tate weights in the
appropriate range is cut out by the .d � 1/� .d � 1/-minors of T . Since T has
coefficients in A˝Qp

Ln and E˝Qp
Ln is finite free over E, we obtain the quotient

of A we sought. �

We turn to the converse question:
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Theorem 5.2.3. Let V be as above. Assume that, for every E-finite artinian point
x WA!B , the B˝Qp

K-module DK;Œa;b�HT .Vx/ is free of rank d 0, where 0� d 0 � d .

(1) DK;Œa;b�HT .V / is a rank-d 0 locally freeA˝Qp
K-module, and the .tk �DKn

Sen.V //
�K

are locally free A-modules.

(2) the formation of DK;Œa;b�HT .V / commutes with arbitrary base change f WA!A0.

If d 0 D d , then:

(3) DKHT.V /D .
Lb
kDa t

k �DKn

Sen.V //
�K , and the formation of DKHT.V / commutes

with arbitrary base change f W A! A0.

(4) The natural map ˛V W .A y̋ BHT/˝A˝QpK
DKHT.V /! .A y̋ BHT/˝A V is

a Galois-equivariant isomorphism of graded A y̋ BHT-modules, and so V is
Hodge–Tate.

Proof. It is enough to consider V as a representation of GalLn
, since DLn

HT .V /D

Ln ˝ DKHT.V /. Since DKn

Sen.V / D .DLn

Sen.V //
HK , the decomposition of DKHT.V /

follows from the decomposition of DLn

HT .V /.
We will use the base change spectral sequence of Theorem 3.1.1 for the continu-

ous �Ln
-cohomology of M WD

Lb
iDa DLn

Sen.V / � t
i .

By assumption, H1.�Ln
;M ˝A B/ is a free B ˝Qp

Ln-module of the same
rank as H0.�Ln

;M ˝AB/. Since M is A-finite, Corollary 3.1.3 implies that the
formation of H1.�Ln

;M/ commutes with base change A! B . It follows that
H1.�Ln

;M/ is a projective A-module and TorA�p.H
1.�Ln

;M/;A0/ vanishes for
all homomorphisms f W A! A0 and all p < 0.

But if we consider the low-degree exact sequence of Corollary 3.1.3, the vanishing
of the Tor terms shows that formation of H0.�Ln

;M/ commutes with arbitrary
base change A! A0, and in particular with the base change x W A! B . Thus,

M�Ln � DLn

HT .V /D

�M
i2Z

DLn

Sen.V / � t
i

��Ln

is a locally free A˝Qp
Ln-module of rank d 0. This proves the first two parts.

Now we assume that d 0 D d . We claim that M�Ln D DLn

HT .V /. Suppose to the
contrary that there is some nonzero y 2 .DLn

Sen.V / � t
i /�Ln for some i 62 Œ0; h�. Then

there is someE-finite artinian point x WA!B such that y is nonzero in DLn

Sen.Vx/�t
i .

But M�Ln
x D DLn

HT .Vx/ because M�Ln
x � DLn

HT .Vx/ and the Ln-dimensions of the
two sides agree, contradicting the assumed �Ln

-invariance of y.
Let f WA!A0 be a morphism of E-affinoid algebras. We have already seen that

the formation of H0.�Ln
;M/ commutes with arbitrary affinoid base change onA, so

H0.�Ln
;M˝AA

0/DH0.�Ln
;M/˝AA

0. If DLn

HT .V ˝AA
0/DH0.�Ln

;M˝AA
0/,

we are done. But for any E-finite artinian point x W A0! B 0, the induced B 0-linear
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representation .x ıf /�V is Hodge–Tate with Hodge–Tate weights in Œa; b�. Then
we have just seen that DLn

HT .V ˝AA
0/D

�Lb
kDa t

k �DKn

Sen.V ˝AA
0/
��Ln , as desired.

Finally, we show that .A y̋ BHT/˝A˝QpK
DKHT.V /! .A y̋ BHT/˝A V is a

Galois-equivariant isomorphism. Since the natural map

.A y̋ CK/˝A˝QpLn
DLn

Sen.V /! .A y̋ CK/˝A V

is a Galois-equivariant isomorphism, it suffices to show that the natural map

.A˝Qp
LnŒt; t

�1�/˝A˝QpLn
DLn

HT .V / !
M
i2Z

DLn

Sen.V / � t
i

is a Galois-equivariant isomorphism of graded A˝Qp
Ln-modules. We may further

reduce to checking that the natural map

gri ..A˝Qp
LnŒt; t

�1�/˝A˝QpLn
DLn

HT .V //! DLn

Sen.V / � t
i

is a Galois-equivariant isomorphism of A˝Qp
Ln-modules for all i .

Now we have a map of A-finite modules, so it suffices to check our desired
isomorphism modulo powers of maximal ideals of A. But when A is an E-finite
Artin ring, this follows from the formalism of admissible representations, so we
are done. �

5.2.2. de Rham locus. To treat the de Rham case, we work with DLn

dif .V / instead
of DLn

Sen.V /. Recall that we have defined

DK;Œa;b�dR .V /D ..A˝Qp
taBdR=t

b/˝A V /
�K D .taDK;Cdif .V /=tbDK;Cdif .V //�K :

Theorem 5.2.4. Let V be as above. Then, for every 0� d 0 � d , there is a Zariski-
locally closed immersion X Œa;b�dR;d0 ,!X such that, for any E-finite Artin local ring B
and VB WDV˝AB , x W Sp.B/!X factors throughX Œa;b�dR;d0 if and only if DK;Œa;b�dR .V /

is a free B˝Qp
K-module of rank d 0. In fact,

X
Œa;b�
dR;d0 DX

Œa;b�
dR;�d0 \X

Œa;b�
dR;�d0 ;

where X Œa;b�dR;�d0�X is Zariski-open and X Œa;b�dR;�d0 ,!X is Zariski-closed. If d 0 D d ,
there is a quotient A� A

Œa;b�
dR such that an E-finite artinian point x W A! B

factors through AŒa;b�dR if and only if VB is de Rham with Hodge–Tate weights in the
interval Œa; b�.

Proof. Because DLn

dR .V /DLn˝K DKdR.V /, it is enough to cut out the locus where
VB is de Rham as a representation of GalLn

(with weights in the appropriate range).
Then the proof of Theorem 5.2.2 carries over verbatim with M redefined as M D
taDLn

dif .V /=t
b , and we obtain the desired result. �

Now we treat the converse question:
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Theorem 5.2.5. Let V be as above. Assume that for every E-finite artinian point
x WA!B the B˝Qp

K-module DK;Œa;b�dR .Vx/ is free of rank d 0, where 0� d 0 � d .

(1) DK;Œa;b�dR .V / is a locally free A˝Qp
K-module of rank d 0.

(2) The formation of DK;Œa;b�dR .V / commutes with arbitrary base change f WA!A0.

If d 0 D d , then:

(3) DKdR.V / D DK;Œa;b�dR , and the formation of DKdR.V / commutes with arbitrary
base change f W A! A0.

(4) The natural map ˛V W .A y̋ BdR/˝A˝QpK
DKdR.V / ! .A y̋ BdR/˝A V is

a Galois-equivariant isomorphism of graded A y̋ BdR-modules, and so V
is de Rham.

Proof. It is enough to consider V as a representation of GalLn
, since DLn

dR .V /D

Ln˝K DKdR.V /. Then, by the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 5.2.3
applied with M D taDLn;C

dif .V /=tb , we see that M�Ln is a locally free A˝Qp
Ln-

module of rank d 0.
Now we assume d 0 D d . We claim that M�Ln D DLn;C

dR .V /D DLn

dR .V /. Since
V is Hodge–Tate with Hodge–Tate weights in Œ0; h�, .tkDLn

Sen.V //
�Ln D 0 for

k 62 Œ0; h�. Moreover, H1.�Ln
; tk � DLn

Sen.V ˝A B// D 0 for any artinian point
A ! B and k 62 Œ0; h�, so H1.�Ln

; tk � DLn

Sen.V // D 0 for k 62 Œ0; h�. Then for
any k > h, the long exact sequence associated to the short exact sequence of
�Ln

-modules

0 �! tk �DLn

Sen.V / �! DLn;C
dif .V /=tkC1 �! DLn;C

dif .V /=tk �! 0

shows that .DLn;C
dif .V /=tkC1/�Ln ! .DLn;C

dif .V /=tk/�Ln is an isomorphism. It
follows that

.DLn;C
dif .V //�Ln D lim

 ��
k

.DLn;C
dif .V /=tk/�Ln D .DLn;C

dif .V /=thC1/�Ln :

Let f W A! A0 be a morphism of E-affinoid algebras. Then we have seen
that the formation of H0.�Ln

;M/ commutes with arbitrary base change on A, so
H0.�Ln

;M˝AA
0/DH0.�Ln

;M/˝AA
0. If DLn

dR .V ˝AA
0/DH0.�Ln

;M˝AA
0/,

we are done.
But, for any E-finite artinian point x W A0! B 0, the induced B 0-linear represen-

tation .x ıf /�V is de Rham with Hodge–Tate weights in Œa; b�. Then we have just
seen that

DLn

dR .V ˝AA
0/D .taDKn;C

dif .V ˝AA
0/=tb/�Ln ;

as desired.
Finally, we show that V is de Rham. Recall that the natural map

.A y̋ BCdR/˝A y̋LnŒŒt��
DLn;C

dif .V /! .A y̋ BCdR/˝A V
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is a Galois-equivariant isomorphism respecting the filtration on each side. Therefore,
it suffices to show that the natural map

Fil0
�
.A y̋ Ln..t///˝A˝QpLn

DLn;C
dR .V /

�
! DLn;C

dif .V /

is a Galois-equivariant isomorphism respecting the filtrations. For this, it further
suffices to show that, for every k � 0, the natural map

Fil0
�
.A y̋ Ln..t///˝A˝QpLn

DLn;C
dR .V /

�
=tk! DLn;C

dif .V /=tk

is a Galois-equivariant isomorphism respecting the filtrations.
Now we have a morphism of A-finite modules, so it suffices to check this modulo

every power of every maximal ideal of A. But when A is an E-finite Artin ring,
this follows from the formalism of admissible representations, so we are done. �

5.3. Semistable and crystalline loci. We will produce similar quotients of A para-
metrizing the semistable and crystalline loci. However, our method of proof, which
follows the argument in [Berger and Colmez 2008], is quite different. Instead of
using cohomology and base change arguments, we will prove that “de Rham implies
uniformly potentially semistable”, and then deduce our desired results.

5.3.1. Uniform potential semistability. Suppose that A D Qp and � W GalK !
GL.V / is a de Rham representation of GalK . Then there is a finite extension L=K
such that �jGalL is a semistable representation. This is known as the p-adic local
monodromy theorem, and it follows from a theorem of Berger, combined with
Crew’s conjecture, which was proved separately by André [2002], Mebkhout [2002],
and Kedlaya [2004]. Berger [2002] then associated to any de Rham p-adic Galois
representation a p-adic differential equation and characterized semistability of the
representation in terms of unipotence of the associated differential equation. Crew’s
conjecture states that any p-adic differential equation becomes semistable over a
finite extension.

Neither Berger’s construction nor Crew’s conjecture work naively when A is an
affinoid algebra, so we cannot proceed directly. However, both pieces are known
when the coefficients are a general complete discretely valued field with perfect
residue field of characteristic p > 0.

The version of the p-adic monodromy theorem we need is the following:

Theorem 5.3.1 [Berger and Colmez 2008, Corollaire 6.2.5]. Let B be a complete
discretely valued field with perfect residue field of characteristic p > 0, and let V
be a B-representation of GalK of dimension d which is de Rham. Then there is a
finite extension L=K such that the B y̋ yQnr

p -module ..B y̋ Bst/˝B V /
IL is free of

rank d and the map

L˝L0
..B y̋ Bst/˝B V /

IL ! ..B y̋ BdR/˝B V /
IL
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is an isomorphism.

We return to our general setup. Let A be an E-affinoid algebra, and let V be a
finite free A-module equipped with a continuous A-linear action of GalK . We will
embed A isometrically into a finite product B D

Q
i Bi of Artin local rings Bi , and

apply Theorem 5.3.1 to V ˝AB .
However, we need to be able to compare the semistability of V (an A-linear

representation of GalK) and the semistability of VB D
Qr
iD1 VBi

(as a B-linear
representation of GalK).

Recall that we defined BCst to be BCmaxŒlog.Œ��/� rather than the usual semistable
period ring. We further define BC;hst to be

Lh
iD0 BCmax log.Œ��/i , so that BC;hst is the

kernel of N hC1 on BCst (here N is the monodromy operator).
Further, by Remark A.1.5, there is an isomorphism of K-Fréchet spaces BCdR �!

�

CK ŒŒT �� which defines compatible isomorphisms

BCmax �!
� CKhT i and BCst �!

� CKhT iŒlog.1CT /�

(as well as BC;hst �!
�

Lh
iD0 CKhT i log.1CT /i ).

Proposition 5.3.2. Let A be an E-affinoid algebra, and let x W A! B be a closed
embedding of Banach algebras. Then if a 2A y̋ BCdR and x.a/2B y̋ .L˝L0

BC;hst /,
a is actually in A y̋ .L˝L0

BC;hst /.

This follows as in [Berger and Colmez 2008, Lemme 6.3.1].
Combined with the p-adic local monodromy theorem, we have the following:

Theorem 5.3.3. Let A be an E-affinoid algebra, V an A-linear representation of
GalK on a finite free A-module of rank d , and Œa; b� an interval such that Vx is
a de Rham representation of GalK with Hodge–Tate weights in Œa; b� for every
E-finite artinian point x of A. Then V is potentially semistable: there is a finite
Galois extension L=K such that the A˝Qp

L0-module DLst .V / is locally free of
rank d and

.A˝Qp
L/˝A˝QpL0

DLst .V /D DLdR.V /:

In addition, for any homomorphism of E-affinoid algebras A! A0, the natural
map A0˝A DLst .V /! DLst .V ˝AA

0/ is an isomorphism.

When A is reduced, this is [Berger and Colmez 2008, Théorème 6.3.2].

Proof. We first apply Lemma 2.1.2 to find a closed embedding A!
Q
i Bi into

a finite product of Artin rings. Here Bi is an Ei -finite algebra, where Ei is a
complete discretely valued field with perfect residue field of characteristic p (and
Bi is topologized as a finite-dimensional Ei -vector space).

Now we can apply the p-adic monodromy theorem to the representations VBi
,

because each of them can be viewed as a finite-dimensional Ei -representation. In
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other words, there is a finite extension L=K such that for each i the natural map

L˝L0
..Bi y̋ Bst/˝Bi

VBi
/IL ! ..Bi y̋ BdR/˝Bi

VRi
/IL

is an isomorphism. Theorem 5.3.1 only produces an isomorphism of Ei ˝Qp
L-

modules, but the natural map respects the Bi -linear structure on each side, and
there is no kernel or cokernel (because it is an isomorphism of Ei ˝Qp

L-modules),
so it is actually an isomorphism of underlying Bi ˝Qp

L-modules.
But we know by Theorem 5.1.2 applied to B� D BdR that DLdR.V / is a locally

free A˝Qp
L-module of rank d . We have an injective map

DLdR.V /! ..B y̋ BdR/˝A V /
IL

with B D
Q
Bi , and, for y 2 DLdR.V /, we can write y D

Pd
jD1 yj ˝ vj with

yj 2A y̋ BdR and fvj g an A-basis for V . By the isomorphism above, each of the yj
lies in B y̋ .L˝L0

Bst/. Then by Proposition 5.3.2, each lies in A y̋ .L˝L0
Bst/, so

DLdR.V /D .A y̋ .L˝L0
Bst/˝A V /

GalL D L˝L0
DLst .V /;

and hence DLst .V / is locally free of rank d over A˝Qp
L0.

For the last part, consider the natural map A0˝A DLst .V /! DLst .V ˝AA
0/. We

can extend scalars from A0˝Qp
L0 to A0˝Qp

L to get a map

.A0˝Qp L/˝A0˝QpL0
.A0˝A DLst .V // ���! .A0˝Qp L/˝A0˝QpL0

.DLst .V ˝AA
0// ??y

A0˝A DLdR.V / DLdR.V ˝AA
0/

Since A0˝Qp
L0! A0˝Qp

L is a faithfully flat extension and

A0˝A DLdR.V / �!
� DLdR.V ˝AA

0/

is an isomorphism, our map must have been an isomorphism to begin with. �

5.3.2. Semistability and crystallinity. We will use uniform potential semistability
of families of de Rham representations to define quotients AŒa;b�dR � A

Œa;b�
st and

A
Œa;b�
dR �A

Œa;b�
cris cutting out the semistable and crystalline loci in Sp.A/, respectively.

Note that if V becomes semistable overL, then we get a representation � of the in-
ertia group IL=K�GalL=K on DLst .V /, a locally freeA˝Qp

L0-module of rank d . If
ADQp , � is trivial precisely when V is semistable as a representation of GalK . This
is because L0K=K is an unramified extension, and DL0K

st .V /D L0˝K0
DKst .V /.

Thus, although the Galois group GalL=K acts semilinearly on DLst .V / over L0, only
the L0-linear action of IL=K matters for checking semistability.
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Lemma 5.3.4. Let B be an E-finite Artin local ring, with maximal ideal m and
residue field k, so that we may view B as a k-algebra. Let V be a free B-module of
rank d , equipped with a B-linear action of a finite group G. Then V is isomorphic
as a representation of G to .V ˝B k/˝k B . In particular, TrV D Tr.V ˝B k/.

Proof. This follows from the fact that Hi .G;m˝k ad.V ˝E k// D 0 for i > 0,
since G is finite and the coefficients are a characteristic-0 vector space. �
Proposition 5.3.5. Let A be an E-affinoid algebra such that Sp.A/ is connected.
Let V be a free A-module of rank d , and letG be a finite group. Let � WG!GL.V /
be a representation of G on V . Then for any closed points x1 and x2 of X , there
are finite étale extensions i1 W k.x1/ ,! E 0, i2 W k.x2/ ,! E 0 such that �x1

˝i1 E
0

and �x2
˝i2 E

0 are isomorphic as E 0-valued representations of G.

Proof. Fix an algebraic closure E=E. There are only finitely many isomorphism
classes of d -dimensional representations of G over E, call them �1; : : : ; �k , so
there is some subfield F �Qp , finite over Qp , such that they are all defined over F .

Now consider A0 WD A˝E F and the representation �A0 W G! GL.VA0/. The
conditions Tr.�/D Tr.�i / each define pairwise disjoint closed subspaces of XF
whose set-theoretic union is all of XF . Therefore they are all open, as well, and
the function Tr.�/ is constant on connected components of XF .

Now let X 0 be any connected component of XF . It is finite étale over X , and,
in particular, the map X 0!X is surjective. This gives the desired result. �

In the situation of interest to us, Lemma 5.3.4 and Proposition 5.3.5 have the
following consequence:

Theorem 5.3.6. Let V be a de Rham representation of GalK on a projective
A-module of rank d , and let L=K be the finite Galois extension provided by
Theorem 5.3.3. Let � W IL=K ! GLd .E/ be a representation of the inertia group of
L=K. There is a quotient A�AdR;ø such that anE-finite artinian point x WA!B

factors through AdR;ø if and only if the representation of IL=K on DLst .Vx/ is
equivalent to � . In particular, there is a quotient A�Ast corresponding to � being
the trivial representation.

Remark 5.3.7. Since there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of repre-
sentations � W IL=K ! GLd .E/, Sp.AdR;ø/ is a union of connected components
of Sp.A/.

Corollary 5.3.8. Let A and V be as above. If for every E-finite artinian point
x WA!B , Vx is semistable with Hodge–Tate weights in a fixed interval Œa; b�, then
DKst .V / is a locally free A˝Qp

K0-module of rank d .

Proof. The assumptions imply that for every E-finite artinian point x W A! B , Vx
is de Rham with Hodge–Tate weights in the interval Œa; b�. Then, by Theorem 5.1.2
applied to B� D BdR, V is a de Rham representation.
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Let L be the finite Galois extension provided by Theorem 5.3.3. Then the
assumption on artinian points implies that A� Ast is the identity map. For every
closed point x 2X and every n� 0,

DLst .V ˝AA=m
n
x/D L0˝K0

DKst .V ˝AA=m
n
x/;

and, in particular, every element v 2 DLst .V / is fixed by g 2 IL=K modulo all mnx .
But then v is actually fixed by all g 2 IL=K , so IL=K acts trivially on DLst .V /. We
can then write DLst .V / D .A˝Qp

L0/˝A˝QpK0
DKst .V /, so DKst .V / is a locally

free A˝Qp
K0-module of rank d . �

Corollary 5.3.9. Let A and V be as above. If for every E-finite artinian point
x W A! B , Vx is semistable with Hodge–Tate weights in a fixed interval Œa; b�,
then the natural map .A y̋ B�log/Œ1=t �˝A˝K0

Dst.V /! .A y̋ D�log/.V /Œ1=t � is an
isomorphism.

Proof. Since there is some sn such that Dst.V / D .D�;snlog;K.V /Œ1=t �/
� , we are

reduced to showing that

.A y̋ B�;snlog /Œ1=t �˝A˝K0
Dst.V /! D�;snlog;K.V /Œ1=t �

is an isomorphism.
The left and right sides are each coherent modules over A y̋ B�;snlog;K Œ1=t � D

A y̋ B�;snrig;KŒlog.Œ��/; 1=t �, and the homomorphism respects the grading given by
powers of log.Œ��/. We are thus further reduced to considering homomorphisms of
coherent modules over A y̋ B�;snrig;KŒ1=t �, which is the ring of global sections of a
quasi-Stein space. The quasi-Stein space in question is the product of Sp.A/ with a
half-open annulus (associated to B�;snrig;K) minus the divisor of t , which we denote Y .

Since every point of Sp.A/�Y sits over a point of Sp.A/, to prove surjectivity
of the desired map, it suffices to check on artinian thickenings of closed points
of Sp.A/. But this holds by [Berger 2002, Proposition 3.7]. Furthermore, since
D�;snlog;K.V /Œ1=t � is finite projective, we may check injectivity on points, as well, and
this again follows from the same theorem. �

Corollary 5.3.10. Let A and V be as above. If for every E-finite artinian point
x W A! B , Vx is semistable with Hodge–Tate weights in a fixed interval Œa; b�,
then the natural map .A y̋ zB

�

log/Œ1=t �˝A˝K0
Dst.V /! .A y̋ zB

�

log/Œ1=t �˝A V is
an isomorphism.

Proof. Since .A y̋ zB
�

log/Œ1=t �˝A y̋ B�
rig;K

D�rig;K.V /Š .A y̋ zB
�

log/Œ1=t �˝AV , it suffices
to show that the natural map

.A y̋ B�log/Œ1=t �˝A˝K0
Dst.V /! D�log;K.V /Œ1=t �

is an isomorphism, and follows from Corollary 5.3.9 �
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Corollary 5.3.11. Let A and V be as above. If for every E-finite artinian point
x WA!B , Vx is semistable with Hodge–Tate weights in a fixed interval Œa; b�, then
the natural map .A y̋ Bst/˝A˝K0

Dst.V /! .A y̋ Bst/˝A V is an isomorphism.

Proof. We first show that the natural morphism

.A y̋ BClog/Œ1=t �˝A˝K0
Dst.V /! .A y̋ BClog/Œ1=t �˝A V

is an isomorphism. Injectivity follows from Corollary 5.3.10, since A y̋ BClog!A y̋

zB
�

log is injective and Dst.V / is flat. For surjectivity, we choose bases fvig and fwj g
of V and Dst.V /, respectively (since Dst.V / is A-locally free, we may assume that
both V and Dst.V / are free). Let M 2 Matd�d .A y̋ zB

�

logŒ1=t �/ be the matrix
whose j -th column is the coordinates of wj with respect to fvig, and let P 2
GL.A˝Qp

K0/ be the matrix of Frobenius on Dst.V / with respect to fwj g. As in
the proof of Proposition 4.2.16, M and P satisfy the relation MP D '.M/, so, by
Corollary 4.2.14, M 2 GLd .A y̋ zB

C

logŒ1=t �/.
Finally, since BClogŒ1=t �� Bst, we may extend scalars to see that

.A y̋ Bst/˝A˝K0
Dst.V /! .A y̋ Bst/˝A V

is an isomorphism. �
Remark 5.3.12. A similar isomorphism is proved in [Hartl and Hellmann 2013],
using a different sheaf of semistable period rings.

Corollary 5.3.13. Suppose V is semistable with Hodge–Tate weights in the interval
Œa; b�, and let f WA!A0 be a homomorphism ofE-affinoid algebras. Then V ˝AA0

is semistable with Hodge–Tate weights in the interval Œa; b�.

To handle crystalline representations, we note that Dcris.V /DDst.V /
ND0. Then

the results below follow easily:

Theorem 5.3.14. Let A be an E-affinoid algebra, and let V be a free A-module of
rank d equipped with a continuous A-linear action of GalK . Let Œa; b� be a finite
interval. Then there is a quotient A� A

Œa;b�
cris such that an E-finite Artin point

x W A! B factors through AŒa;b�cris if and only if Vx is crystalline with Hodge–Tate
weights in the interval Œa; b�.

Theorem 5.3.15. Let A be an E-affinoid algebra, and let V be a free A-module
of rank d equipped with a continuous A-linear action of GalK . Suppose that for
every E-finite artinian point x W A! B the representation Vx is crystalline with
Hodge–Tate weights in an interval Œa; b�. Then Dcris.V / is a locally free A˝Qp

K0-
module of rank d , the formation of Dcris.V / commutes with base change on A, and
the natural homomorphism

.A y̋ Bmax/˝A˝K0
Dst.V /! .A y̋ Bmax/˝A V

is an isomorphism.
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Appendix: Rings of p-adic Hodge theory

Most of the definitions and properties of the rings we use are given in [Berger 2002],
and we refer to it freely. However, we describe the construction and topologies
of the period rings BHT, BdR, Bst, and Bmax with some care so that we can define
sheaves of period rings in Section A.2.

A.1. Period rings. Let V be a finite-dimensional Qp-vector space equipped with
a continuous Qp-linear action of GalK , for some finite extension K=Qp . Then for
any period ring B� listed above, we define DKB�.V / WD .B�˝Qp

V /GalK . For every
choice of B�, BGalK

� is a field; we say that V is B�-admissible if dimBGalK
�

DKB�.V /D
dimQp

V .

Remark A.1.1. There is a general formalism of period rings developed in [Fontaine
1994, §1]. However, because of issues related to the topologies on various rings,
it is not clear to us that this formalism generalizes in any meaningful way to the
study of arithmetic families of Galois representations. Thus, we content ourselves
with giving a list of period rings of interest to us.

The ring BHT. We define BHT to be the polynomial ring CpŒt; t�1�. This ring is
graded by powers of t . For any K=Qp , the Galois group GalK acts on BHT via the
natural action on Cp and via g � t D �.g/t .

The ring BdR. The construction of BdR is more complicated. Recall the existence of
a Galois-equivariant map � W zB

C
!CK characterized by �

�P
Œcn�p

n
�
D
P
c
.0/
n pn.

It is continuous with respect to the weak topology on zB
C

and the p-adic topology
on CK , and its kernel is the principal ideal generated by Œ Qp��p. Then BCdR is by
definition lim

 ��
zB
C
= ker.�/h.

We are grateful to Laurent Berger for providing the following definition of the
topology on BCdR. Since � is Galois-equivariant, the Galois action on zB

C
induces

a Galois action on BCdR. We want to topologize the quotients zBh WD zB
C
= ker.�/h

so that this action is continuous. We could make zBh into a p-adic Banach space
with unit ball Ah WD zAC= ker.�/h\ zAC, but then the action of Galois would not be
obviously continuous, so instead we try to use the weak topology, i.e., the topology
on the image of zAC generated by the images of the Uk;n. For n� h, though,

Œ Qp�n D ..Œ Qp��p/Cp/n D ..Œ Qp��p/Cp/h..Œ Qp��p/Cp/n�h 2 pAh:

In particular, this shows that pzAh is an open ideal.
A priori, the p-adic topology on zAh has more open sets than the weak topology

does. But we have just shown that every open set of the p-adic topology is actually
open in the weak topology, so the two topologies must be the same. In particular,
the weak topology on zAh is Hausdorff and complete.
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The upshot is that zBhD
S
i�0 p

�i zAh has a natural structure of a p-adic Banach
space with unit ball zAh, so BCdR has a natural structure of a p-adic Fréchet space.

The ring Bmax. We will use the ring Bmax to study crystalline representations, rather
than Bcris, because the topology on Bmax is much nicer.

Remark A.1.2. There is a closely related ring zB
C

rig, defined as
T
n '

n.BCmax/ DT
n '

n.Bcris/; Bmax and zB
C

rigŒ1=t � define the same functor from the category of
Qp-representations to the category of filtered K0-isocrystals. However, we prefer
to work with BCmax because it is a Banach space, while zB

C

rig is a Fréchet space.

The ring Bst. After we choose a value for log.p/, the power series defining
log.�.0// C log.Œ��=�.0// converges in BCdR. We let Bst WD BmaxŒlogŒ��� and
log.p/D 0.

Remark A.1.3. This is not the standard definition of Bst, but it is the usage of
[Berger 2002] and [Berger and Colmez 2008]. It defines the same functor on
representations of GalK as the usual Bst, because Bcris and Bmax define the same
functor. If we define zBlog WD zBrigŒlogŒ���, then zBlog defines the same functor as well.

Remark A.1.4. We have defined Bst as a subring of BdR in terms of a choice of a
branch of the p-adic logarithm. A different choice would lead to a different subring.
It is also possible to define Bst intrinsically as an abstract ring and use the choice
of a p-adic logarithm to define an embedding of Bst in BdR. This approach makes
clear that Bst-admissibility of a representation does not depend on any choices. We
have not taken this approach here; for details about the construction of the usual
Bst as an extension of Bcris; see [Brinon and Conrad 2009, §9.2].

Remark A.1.5. Let L=K be a finite extension. Then we obtain a map

L˝L0
BCmax! BCdR

by extending the inclusion BCmax ,! BCdR by L-linearity. Then Colmez [2002,
Proposition 7.14] has shown that this map is an injection. In the course of the proof,
he showed that it is possible to write down an isomorphism of K-Fréchet spaces
BCdR Š CK ŒŒt �� so that L˝L0

BCmax is carried isomorphically to the Banach space
CKhT i and L˝L0

BCst is carried isomorphically to CKhT iŒlog.1CT /�. Note that
these are isomorphisms as vector spaces, not as rings!

A.2. Sheaves of period rings. As we wish to study p-adic families of Galois
representations, we need to define versions of these rings with “coefficients” in
Banach algebras, rather than simply Qp.

Let .X;OX / be a quasicompact quasiseparated rigid space over a finite extension
E=Qp.
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Definition A.2.1. Let B be a Qp-Banach algebra. Then we define the presheaf BX
on X by setting

BX .U / WD OX .U / y̋Qp
B;

where U is an admissible affinoid open of X .

By [Kedlaya and Liu 2010, Lemma 3.3], BX is actually a sheaf on U when U
is affinoid. Therefore, it extends to a sheaf on X . We wish to extend this to Fréchet
algebras in the role of B .

We first record some basic functional analysis results, which will be useful for
checking that exactness properties are preserved under completed tensor products.

Let I be a set (not necessarily countable), and let N be a Fréchet space equipped
with a countable family of seminorms fqj g (in particular, N could be a Banach
space). We define the space cI .N / to be the set of functions f W I !N such that
limi2I qj .f .i//D 0 for each seminorm qj . That is, for each j and each " > 0, the
set fi 2I j qj .f .i//>"g is finite. We equip cI .N /with the seminorms qj;1 defined
by qj;1.f / WD supi2I qj .f .i//, making cI .N / into a Fréchet space. Following
[Buzzard 2007], we say that a Banach module N over a Banach algebra A is poten-
tially orthonormalizable if there is some Banach norm onN making it is isomorphic
to cI .A/ for some index set I . For example, all Banach spaces over discretely
valued fields are potentially orthonormalizable [Schneider 2002, Proposition 10.1].

Lemma A.2.2. Let k be a nonarchimedean field, let M be a potentially orthonor-
malizable k-Banach space, and let N be a k-Fréchet space, with countable fam-
ily of seminorms fqj g. Write M Š cI .k/. Then the natural Qp-linear map
M y̋ k N ! cI .N / is an isomorphism, functorially in N .

Proof. The natural map M y̋ N ! cI .N / is induced by the bilinear map M �N !
cI .N / sending .f W I ! k; b/ to

P
i2I f .i/b. The sum converges because

qj .f .i/b/� jf .i/j � qj .b/ and limi2I ai D 0.
To construct a map in the other direction, we observe that any element f 2 cI .N /

can be written as the limit of elements of the form f jS , where S�I is a finite subset.
More precisely, the set of finite subsets S � I is a directed set, and S 7!f jS is a net
converging to f . For any finite set S�I , we write .1/S 2cI .k/ for the characteristic
function of S . Now, consider

P
i2S 1fig˝f .i/ 2 cI .k/˝k N . We have

qj

�X
i2S

1fig˝f .i/
�
�max
i2S

qj .f .i//;

so the net S 7!
P
i2S 1fig ˝ f .i/ converges in cI .k/ y̋ N . The map f 7!

limS
P
i2S 1fig˝f .i/ provides an inverse to the map M y̋ k N ! cI .N /. �

Corollary A.2.3. Let k and M be as above, and let N ! N 0 be a continuous
injection of k-Fréchet spaces. Then the natural mapM y̋N!M y̋N 0 is injective.
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Definition A.2.4. Let B D lim
 ��n

Bn be a Qp-Fréchet algebra, where the Bn are
Qp-Banach algebras. Then we define the presheaf BX on X by setting

BX .U / WD OX .U / y̋ V D lim
 ��
n

OX .U / y̋Qp
Bn

when U is an admissible affinoid open of X .

Lemma A.2.5. BX is a sheaf on X .

Proof. It suffices to prove this when X D Sp.A/ is affinoid, for A some E-affinoid
algebra. Further, it suffices to check the sheaf property on Laurent coverings of
Sp.A/. That is, we need to check that the sequence

0 �! lim
 ��
n

A y̋Qp
Bn �! lim

 ��
n

Ahf i y̋Qp
Bn � lim

 ��
n

Ahf �1i y̋Qp
Bn

�! lim
 ��
n

Ahf; f �1i y̋Qp
Bn

is exact. But

0 �! A �! Ahf i �Ahf �1i �! Ahf; f �1i �! 0

is exact, and the quotient admits a section by [Schneider 2002, Proposition 10.5],
since Qp-affinoid algebras are countable-type over Qp. It follows that

0�!A y̋Qp
Bn�!Ahf i y̋Qp

Bn�Ahf
�1
i y̋Qp

Bn�!Ahf; f �1i y̋Qp
Bn�! 0

is exact for each n, and inverse limits are left-exact. �

Thus, taking B to be zB
�;s

K , B�;sK , zB
�;s

rig;K, B�;srig;K, CK , BCdR, or BCmax, we get a
sheaf of rings. Furthermore, since taking rising unions is exact, we see that if
U �X D Sp.A/ is an affinoid subdomain with coordinate ring AU ,

U 7!
[
s

AU y̋ B�;srig;K

is a sheaf on X . Similarly, we also get sheaves associated to BHT D CK Œt; t�1�,
BdR D

S
i t
�iBCdR, Bmax D

S
i t
�iBCmax, and Bst D BmaxŒlogŒ���. Each of these

sheaves carries the additional structures, such as Galois action, Frobenius action,
grading, filtration, or monodromy action, of the absolute ring.

Proposition A.2.6. (1) BX;HT is a graded sheaf of rings over X , equipped with an
action of GalK , and B

GalK
X;HT D OX ˝Qp

K.

(2) BX;dR is a filtered sheaf of rings over X , equipped with an action of GalK , and
B

GalK
X;dR D OX ˝Qp

K.

(3) BX;max is a sheaf of rings over X , equipped with an action of GalK and an
action of ', and B

GalK
X;max D OX ˝Qp

K0.
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(4) BX;st is a sheaf of rings over X , equipped with an action of GalK and an action
of ' and N , and B

GalK
X;st D OX ˝Qp

K0.

Proof. For all of these, it suffices to consider the case when X D Sp.A/ is affinoid
for some E-affinoid algebra A. Then A is countable-type over Qp, so we can
choose a Schauder basis for A with index set I . Under the resulting isomorphism
AŠ cI .Qp/, we have A y̋ B Š cI .B/ for a Qp-Fréchet space B . The Galois action
on A y̋ B is g � .bi /i2I D .g � bi /i2I , where I is the index set for the Schauder
basis, so the assertions follow from the corresponding classical results. �

Lemma A.2.7. Let A be a reduced Qp-affinoid algebra, and let B� be a period
ring. Then the natural map

A y̋ B�!
Y

x2Sp.A/

A=mx˝Qp
B�

is injective.

Proof. If B�D BHT, it suffices to show that A y̋ Cp!
Q
x2Sp.A/A=mx˝Qp

Cp is
injective. If B�D BdR, it suffices to show that A y̋ zBh!

Q
x2Sp.A/A=mx˝Qp

zBh
is injective for all h. And, since Bst is a polynomial algebra over Bmax, it suffices
to show that A y̋ zBmax!

Q
x2Sp.A/A=mx˝Qp

zBmax is injective. We are therefore
reduced to showing that for any Qp-Banach space B , the natural map A y̋ B !Q
x2Sp.A/A=mx˝Qp

B is injective.
Since B is a Qp-Banach space, it is potentially orthonormalizable in the sense

of [Buzzard 2007]. That is, it admits a basis feigi2I such that

B Š cI .Qp/ WD ff W I !Qp j jf .i/j< " for almost all i 2 I; for all " > 0g

Then A y̋ B Š cI .A/, and the desired injectivity follows from the injectivity of the
natural map A!

Q
x2Sp.A/A=mx . �
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